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Collins, others stream
to Japan for investments

MSU,
fortune in OVC clash

See story on page 2

Library friends to hold
21st anniversary drive
See story on page 2
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Alternate agreement will split state funding

4

Reagan makes new arms proposal
in recent conciliatory statement
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan, in an unusually
conciliatory pre-summit mood, is asking the Soviet Union to extend the current round of arms talks in Geneva to allow Moscow
to consider a new U.S. proposal aimed at reducing nuclear
weapons.
Reagan's announcement Thursday highlighted a day marked
by repeated indications of U.S. interest in creating a positive
climate for the president's Nov. 19-20° meeting with Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev.
Reagan's nationally televised statement was devoid of antiSoviet polemics aiwaa a supplementary statement on SovietAmerican relations issued an hour later by Secretary of State
George Shultz.
It also was a day when Reagan became the first presid6t in 25
years to grant an interview to Soviet journalists.
"I appreciate very much the opportunity to speak,in a sense,to
the people of your country," Reagan told the journalists. "I've
always believed that a lot of the ills of the world would disappear
if people talked more to each other."
Describing his new arms proposal, Reagan said the offer
"builds upon the very concrete reductions proposals which our
negotiators had tabled earlier as well as the recent Soviet
counterproposal.
"It is my hope that our new proposal will enable both of our nations to start moving away from ever-larger arsenals of offensive
forces."
Reagan and his top advisers had been highly critical of the recent proposal by Gorbachev for a 50 percent cut in nuclear
strategic missiles, contending it would'give Moscow a huge lead
in strategic, land-based systems. The Kremlin leader also has
been demanding the United States scrap its proposed shield
against nuclear missiles — the "Star Wars" program.
At one point several weeks ago, national security adviser
Robert McFarlane ridiculed the Soviet position. "Mr. Gorbachev
is telling us, 'If you will get rid of your defense, I will get rid of
your offense," McFarlane said then.
On Thursday, however, Reagan said the Soviet offer, coupled
with the new U.S. proposals, were "important milestones in moving these negotiations forward."
While the Soviet proposal "unfortunately fell considerably
short" in certain areas, it did contain positive "seeds" that could
serve as a basis for negotiation, Reagan said.
The U.S. proposal would limit both sides to 6,000 strategic — or
long-range — warheads each, according to officials who spoke
only on condition of anonymity. Of this total, 4,500 could be on
ballistic missiles and 1,500 on cruise missiles. Each side now has
about 10,000 strategic warheads apiece, including missiles on
iand, in submarines and on aircraft.
No more than 3,000 warheads could be on land-based systems,
In line with a U.S. effort to force cutbacks in the Soviets' 1,398
heavy, globe-girdling intercontinental ballistic missiles that
carry'about 6,400 warheads. The United States has 1,000 landbased ICBMs carrying 2,125 warheads.
The U.S. plan also would hold each side to 1,800 ICBMs, the officials said.

County accepts new city proposal
By Laurie Brumley
Staff Writer
The•Calloway ,County School
Board approved four-to-one an
amended proposal submitted
Thursday evening by the city
school board. The proposal was
the city school board's alternate
proposal which outlined a plan
for an agreement between the
two school districts which would
split the state funding for the
average daily attendance on a
50:50 basis for students living in
the county school district but attending -school in the city
system.
The amended version that the
Calloway School Board approved calls for the county school to

receive 50 percent of funds
generated from the Kentucky
Minimum Foundation Program
for the 1985-86 school year on the
excess students transferred provided Mutray has a 'growth
factor.
Also, the amended version includes an agreement that 50 percent of the money the city
schools received for the 1986-87
school year for the power
equalization allotment will be
transferred to the county
schools. This is because Murray
will receive more of this funding
because of county students attending city schools.
The board agreed to have the
department of School Manage-

rpent and Audit to calculate the or offices cannot or will not profigures, but added that a vide the information for 1985-86
representatiye of the Office of or if the calculations for 1985-86
Education for Exceptional are less dia.'the amount that the
Children and a representative of city schools calculate, the counthe Office of Vocational Educa- ty will use the city's calculations
tion would also help calculate including the four areas
the money, since the calculation specified.
The school board also agreed
used in these areas are different
than those generally used, using that if the city school would not
the Kentucky Minimum Founda-4 approve the amended proposal,
tion Program final calculation then they would agree to a
for the 1985-86 and the 1986-87 one—on--one trade with the
school year. These calculations city.
The proposals were written
would include salary allotment,
current expense allotment, because the two school.boards,
must come to an agreement by
capital outlay allotment and
Nov. 4,1985 on the transfer of the
power equalization allotment.
If, for any reason, a represen(Cont'd on page .1)
tative- from these-departments

Two people cited, one jailed

Local officials report
relatively quiet night

Cara and Clinton Childress, of 1528 Canterbury, were just two of
the many trick-or-treaters who visited the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital last night to have their candy screened. Above,
the two trick-or-treaters wait patiently in the arms of hospital
personnel Mitzi Cathey and Lori Hill, who are dressed up as
Pocahontas and rock star Madonna.
%tall photo Ito. Kettn Bowden

Halloween 1985 was a relatively quiet one - in Murray and
CitIlowaY County with The. ex
ception of a
w misdemeanor
citations issuele and the annual
tire fires in Dexter.
In the city, there was only one
Halloween related citation
Issued, for reckless driving, according to the Murray Police
Department. "There were a lot
of eggs confiscated though," according to Della Boggess, police
receptionist.
A large number of vehicles
_and houses suffered damage
from eggs being thrown at them,
it was pointed out.
In the county, several tire
fires were reported, mainly in
the Dexter area. One countian
was jailed for public intoxication and another citation was
issued for criminal mischief

after a windshield in a truck wassmashed.
7 Calloway Cciiinijr Sheriff
David .Balentine, noting the annual problems on Halloween in
the Dexter area, issued a statement early today for residents of
the small community in northern Calloway County. Salentine indicated that his department will begin writing citations
for unlawful assembly for
residents caught loitering in the
town after dark.
Terry - "Tatlock, radiology
technician at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
reported "no problems" 'with
any of the 92 bags of candy his
department screened last night.
The hospital annually screens
Halloween candy for foreign objects, of which none were found
by the x-ray department.

Elsewhere...
rts the %t•oriated Pre,.

WASHINGTON — Border Patrol agents who returned Soviet
seaman Miroslav Medvid to his ship ignored indications he
wanted to defect, says a Ukrainian interpreter who initially interviewed the sailor.
WASHINGTON — Women younger than 45 years old are unlikely to have higher than normal risks of getting breast cancer
because of taking birth control pills years before, according to a
federal study.
ATLANTA — Millions of Americans could be exposed to high
levels of radon, a radioactive material shown to increase the risk
of lung cancer, according to researchers with the national
Centers for Disease Control.
WASHINGTON — The House, fearing administration plans to
tap the Social Security trust funds by midnight tonight, is poised
to vote on competing versions of a balanced-budget plan in hopes
of heading off the White House threat.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration is declining, at
least for now, to go along with a requested federal bailout of the
ailing Farm Credit System, contending that the system is "one of
the strongest financial institutions in the country."
MANILA, Philippines — President Ferdinand E. Marcos, who
has enjoyed strong American support through five U.S. administrations, is facing new pressures from his closest ally as
well as his own people. The U.S. ambassador reveals the
previously unreported killings of 15 Americans, including four
who died "allegedly at the hands of security forces."
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Harris announces precinct voting locations
Voting precincts for the 11 city
and 14 county polling locations
were announced recently by
Marvin Harris, Calloway Comity Clerk.
At 6 a.m., Tuesday, Nov. 2,
polls in Murray and Calloway
County will open for the General
Election. The polls will remain
open until 6 p.m., according to
Harris.
Those polling locations in the
city, by precinct, are as follows:
Precinct #1 — Calloway County
Courthouse; Precinct #2— Murray City Hall; Precinct #3 —

Murray Middle School; Precinct
04 — Dw,ain Taylor Chevrolet;
Precinct 06 — MSU Field House;
Precinct 06 — MSU Speech and
Hearing Building on North 16th
Street; Precinct #7 — Robertson
School; Precinct #8 — Vocational School; Precinct #9 — Army Reserve Building on Center
Drive; Precinct #10 — Navy
Recruiting Office in the Bel Air
Shopping Center; and Precinct
#11 — Christian Community
Church.
County polling locations are as
follows: Almo — the restaurant

at Almo Heights; Calloway —
Calloway County High School;
Clayton Creek — East Elementary School; Coldwater — Coldwater Church of Christ; Dexter
= Community Center; Faxon —
Bethel Pentecostal Church;
Harris Grove — Southwest
Elementary School; Jackson :
z-Kirksey Woodman of the World
building; Kirksey — Kirksey
Woodman of the World building;
Lynn Grove — Lynn Grove
School; New Concord — New
Concord Church of Christ; Providence — Herndon Seed Mill;

Hazel — Hazel City Hall; and
Cherry Corner — Cherry Corner
Baptist Church.
Residents of Elizabeth and
Hester dormitories at MSU will
vote in Precinct 09 and residents
of the other dormitories and College Courts will vote in Precinct
05— Residents of Shady Oaks
trailer'park Will vote in the
Calloway precinct.
For more information about
the election or the polling
places, conact Marvin Harris at
753-3923.

Transportation
Cabinet says
it wants to
spend nearly
$1.8,5 billion
hall Neff. Al. repine

Today, occasional rat with
a high of 60 to 65. North wind
10 to 15 mph. Chance of rein
80 percent. Tonight, rain likely with a low in the lower 50s.
Variable wind less than 10
mph. Chance of rain 70 percent. Saturday, cloudy with a
40 percent chance of showers
•
High around 60..Northwest
wind around 10 mph.

LAKE LEVELS
355.3
Kentucky Lake
355.3
Barley Lake

Even with $1.85 billion to
spend in the 1986-88 biennium.
the Transportation Cabinet says
there will not be enough money
to fill all the potholes and repair
all the bridges that need it.
County Court Judge Executive
George Weaks said that "we're
going to repair our roads."
Weeks, said that it may
become necessary to ,do away
with other services,-but that it is
necessary to run the mail routes
and achool buses and some•vqty
9r other, we're going to repair.
our roads."
• The County Court does not
have the authority to raise
revenue and that if the
legislature does not provide the
(eont'd on pa,tre I)

KM1'411 CONVENTION PARTICIPANTS — Among participants In the 33rd annual convention of the
Kentucky Music Teachers Association (KMTA) Steently in Campbellsville were (from left) three
members of the music faculty at Murray State — Marie Taylor, keyboard unit coordinator, Dr. Richard
Scott, assistant professor, and Dr. Stephen Brown, associate professor — and Dorothy Mason, local
piano teacher. Scott is the state scholarship chairman, Brown the state piano chairman and Mrs. Mason
a co-chairman of the state elementary workshops. They are members of the KMTA executive board.
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Collins and others stream to Japan seeking investments
TOKYO (AP) — Six years
ago, when Gov. Lamar Alexander of Tennessee took office,
he never expected his new job
would require him to travel 9,000
miles from Nashville to do
business in Tokyo.
The governor estimates he
spent two full months in Japan
during his first two years in office, primarily to court Nissan
Motor Co.
Alexander, who has made
eight trips across the Pacific
since 1979, is one of several
governors streaming to Japan in
search of new investment in
their states. Dozens of them
have led trade delegations to the
island nation in the last few
years, and many have made
repeat visits.

•

etiAurt - Li
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Twelve governors. from,
Rhode Island to Washington,
visited ih October-alone. Among
them was Kentucky Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
The other day I met with my
44th governor since I've been
here, and the 45th is coming next
week," U.S. Ambassador Mike
Mansfield said recently. "I've
seen a steady increase during
my seven years here, and it's
been accentuated this year," he
said.
Alexander said that several'
years ago he skipped a private
meeting with President Reagan
to see Nissan President Takashi
Ishihara. Soon after, the
automaker decided to build in
his state a $745 million truck
manufacturing plant employing

2,000 people.
year.
During a recent visit to Tokyo.
Governors have a "somewhat
Alexander said: "Nissan's site
different perspective" on trade,
man was at the governor's
explained Gov. Madeleine Kunin
residence 11 times in my first
of Vermont. "We have taken the
two years in -office — that's
initiative to further trade relamore than my parents."
tions and also see the oppor'He got so he could give a tour
tunities to create some jobs in
of the downstairs, and my
the United States."
children thought he was some
sort of Japanese uncle."
Last year, there were 365
While scores of U.S. officials Japanese factories and 2,931
sound gloomy warnings about a non-manufacturing offices in the
trade imbalance estimated at United States, providing 68,600
$48 billion in Japan's favor this jobs, according to the Japan Exyear, the governors sound ternal Trade Organization.
positively cheery about doing Nearly 25,000 jobs were in
business with the Asian nation.
California.
For the governors. Japan.doeC Besides Nissan, every top
not threaten, it beckons. Japan's
direct investment in the United
States reached $2.6 billion last

at
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1982 Olds Toronado

Sunday School
Morning Worship
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11 a.m.
Basket Dinner
12:00 noon
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The Chosen
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The Friends of the Calloway
County Public Library will
celebrate their 21st anniversary
with a membership drive
November 4-9. Dr. and Mrs.
Alfred Wolfson, who were on the
Friends Board when it was first
organized 21 year ago, are the
newly elected co-chairpersons.
Ruth Cole, newIN, elected
secretary was the first
chairman.
Persons who wish to* join the
group or renew their membership may come by the library or
mail a check to the library
.. address.
The categories of dues are: Individual Members — $3;
Organizational Members — $10;
Contributing Members — $25;
and Life Members — $50 or over
(all are tax deductiblet.
The Friends are a support
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(Cont'd from page I)
necessary funds,tt may become
necessary to "rob Peter to pay
Paul," Weeks said.
Acting Secretary Leslie
Dawson has outlined how the
cabinet could spend an additional $368 million in the next
two years, but the agency's official budget request does not
propose how that money should
be raised.
In the cover letter to Budget
Director Larry Hayes, 1:2awson
asked for help in airing those
needs.
"I urge your assistance in
creating the appropriate forum
for expressing those needs
which are not addressed in the
regular budget process,"
Dawson said in the letter.
The cabinet's budget contains
two levels. Like all other state
agencies, it was required to submit a baseline budget based on
only 3 percent more money than
was contained in the current
fiscal year budget.
Within that 3 percent increase,
the cabinet has proposed spending money on its most crying
neecls, including purchase of
replacement equipment and
buying cars to replace the aging
vehicles in the state motor pool.
Any money proposed to be
spent above that figure must be
included in a separate proposal.
The Revenue Cabinet
estimates that the Road Fund
will take in about $506 million in
each year of the biennium.
The ,Transportation Cabinet
has estimated that with lapsed
funds — those appropriated during a budget period but not
spent, and excess revenues, the
amount of money that is actually brought in above estimates —
there will be about $526 million

appreciation dinner, and purchased landscaping and garden
items for the library grounds
and gardens.
All persons interested in the
well-being of the library are
eligible to join.

scholarship and financial aid information and also to answer
questions about specific programs of study.
Calloway County High School is
Providing bus transportation to
Paducah for students and
parents. Inquiries should be
directed to Larry Paschall,
Marion O'Rourke or Wanda
Gough-Laird, school counselors.
In the Road Fund each fiscal
year.
That money will be
augmented by about $262 million
annually from the federal
government.
The major difference between
the baseline budget of about $1.5
billion and the proposed budget
involves bond proceeds now held
by the Turnpike Authority. That
money comes primarily from
the $300 million bond issue sold
in 1984 to finance the AA
Highway in northeastern Kentucky, and a small portion of the
remaining money contained in
the resource recovery road bond
issue of several-years ago.
Most of those funds would be
spent for construction of the AA
Highway, now proposed to run
from Interstate-275 to near
Vanceburg.

Electrical fire
reported at store
A major electrical shortage at
Crass Furniture, located off the
downtown square on South 3rd
street, about 9:30 a.m. today left
the furniture store without
power for most of the day today.
The shortage, located on the
outside of the building, created a
"major fireworks show," according to Fire Marshal Phil
Owens. Electrical wires and the
outside electrical meter suffered severe damage and will
have to be replaced, according
to Owens.
No injuries were reported, and
electricians are expected to
have the power returned by
later today, according to a
representative at Crass FurnitUre. There was no damage
reported to the interior of the
building, nor to any of the furniture,or merchandise in the
building.

(Cont'd from page I)
average daily attendance funds
for the 1985-86 school year.
There are 149 students presently
living in the city school district
but attending school in the county system and 202 county
residents who attend school in
the city system. The problems
are dealing with the 53-student
difference.
While the board was not pleased with the final proposal, they
agreed with Ferrel Miller, vice
chairman of the board, that it

In other action, the board approved the resignation of bus
driver Rita Lovett and the hiring
of John Wayne Hammonds as
bus driver. They also approved
the hiring of one substitute
teacher and one substitute bus
driver. A leave of absence was
approved for Jean VoughtWarren, school nurse with Gail
Dunn acting as substitute nurse.
A travel request for Ruth Ann
Futrell to attend the National
Council for Teachers of English
was approved. Two facility requests were also approved.
Dr. Rose announced that
Calloway County Middle and
North Elementary are to received a Flag of Excellence or a

was a

they

Flag of Progress or both from

for two years

the Kentucky Educational Foun-

Proposals...

Save
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Price on our Wooden
Jewelry Boxes
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Our 64.97.063 Single-shot shotgun•,
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Side-lever role°sp
mot Awake*,In New /en.

"Prior to the visit we frankly
were not on the map in terms of
the thinking of these companies
as a potential site in the United
States," said Kunin, who added
that her first visit to Japan "has
put Ve'rmont in the running."

CCHS, MHS high school
juniors and seniors invited
to attend Paducah program

'II-- Transportation...
01111111m
9ili
11111111111111
11111111m

29.96

group for the library who in the
past have sponsored the Summer Reading Contest for
children, children's French and
Spanish projects.Coming of Age
program for all 2nd graders, co
hosted the Library Volunteers

Juniors and seniors from
Calloway County High School and.
Murray High School are invited
to attdnd the Paducah College
Night on November 7 from 7-9
p.m. at the Executive InnRiverfront, Paducah. Representatives from over 125 colleges,
vocational-teepnical schools and
recruiting offices will be
military
..- •
on hand to provide admission,

Benrus
Gruen Elgin
Jules Jurgensen
Helbros
Ricoh
Waltham
Lucien Piccard

ON SALE SUN., NOV.3
THRU TUES., NOV.5

of things. If the governor is absent from the discussions, the
decision maker on the other side
might be absent."
Governors acknowledge they
don't bring home 'results each
time they go to Japan. Competition is fierce and the process of
deciding where to locate is a
long one for Japanese
companies.

Friends of Library plan to conduct
21st anniversary membership drive

Homecoming
Sunday, NOV. 3

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

Japanese automaker has built
or plans to build a U.S. plant.
Currently, about 25 states are
battling for a $500 million Toyota
project.
Businessmen from both sides
agree that governors must do
enthusiastic bidding to attract
investments.
David Nesenholtz, assistant to
Gov. Mark White of Texas, said,
"We felt Toyota would never
choose a state unless the governor made personal contact —
that's the Japanese way — and
we knew we had to come now or
it would be too late."
"In Japan," said Alexander,
"there Is a respect for the order

could

compromise 'that

live

with

w-gich.ls-ihe time raciod coved

dation.

Inc.--

•

by the proposal.
Dr.-Jack Dif..Rose, superinten-
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dent of the county schools said
that because of the way that the
funds would be calculated, that
. he
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'Notice
The church activities and
church directory pages which
normally appear in Friday's edition

of the
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PERSPECTIVE
It is dismaying, but hardly pieces 01 mail
at a cost of
surprising, that a Congress $144.4 million.
unwilling to attack the soarAlthough some congressing federal budget deficit men assert that
this increase
can't even control legislative in mailings
reflects the inmail costs, which have more creasing amoun
t of incoming
than doubled during the last mail that must
be answered.
five years.
Sen. Charles McC. Mathias Jr..
Mail sent out under a con- R-Md., disagrees.
"If we angressman's signature, or swered every single
constitu"frank," usually consists of ent communicat
ion, we would
news releases, government still be talkin
g about 3 or 4
publications, and constituent percent of the total
(outgoing)
replies. Although some of this mail," he sap.
mail is necessary to the func- „ One Way to
control this
tion of a congressional office, staggering volum
e of mail is
the franking privilege is es- to freeze legisla
tive spending
sentially a taxpayer-subsi- for mailing. Yet, even
in 1985.
dized method of enhancing the a non-election
year. Congress
position of incumbent con- requeste*41.1.8
million in supgressmen, particularly in plemental Tundin
g onl top ot
election years. Rep. Morris K. the $73.9 million.
alre5dy apUdall, D-Ariz., considers the proved for mailin
g expenses.
frank to be "worth a couple Other attempts
to limit frankhundred thousand dollars."
ing privileges have run into
• And that's why congression- strong bipartisan-op
position.
al mailings are out of hand. In
Abuse of the franking privi1980, for example, the 535 con- lege is as horren
dous a waste
gressmen of both houses sent of taxpayer money
as the Penout roughly 500 million pieces tagon's $600 toilet
seat. But a
of mail at a cost of $61.9 mil- Congress skillfu
l at criticizing
lion. In 1986, the same number the fraudulent practi
ces of
of legislators are expected to others seems,incapa
ble of resend out more than 1 billion forming itself.

looking back
Ten years ago
Dr. Jorge Garrastazu recently
joined the medical staff of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His practice will
primarily be 1imit0 to the
emergency room.
Pictured is Norman Klapp,
president of Murray Shrine
Club, presenting a check for
$5,000 to William Moffett, potentate of Rizpah Temple, for support of crippled children's and
burns institutes. Also pictured is
Mike Baker, chairman of Shrine
Golf Tournament, the club's
fund-raising project.
Junior varsity cheerleaders at
Calloway County High School
are LaDon Dowdy, Kim
Johnson, Denise Howard,
Palette Hooks, Renee Edwards,
Karol Kemp, Luana Colson and
Conda Stubblefield.
Twenty years ago
Harold Vied and Paul Adams
have been sworn into the Army
and sent to Fort Benning, Ga.
They were included in the October draft call from Calloway
Cou,nty, according to Mrs.
Guisie Adams, chief clerk of
Local Board No. 10 of Selective
Service.
Prentice Lassiter and Leon
Grogan have returned home
after attending International
Convention of Pupil Personnel
Workers at Louisville.

Boilerman 2nd Class Irvin L.
Miller:USN,- son of Mr. and Mrs.
C.R. Miller of Dexter, is Serving
aboard anti-submarine warfare
(ASW ) support aircraft carrier
USS Intrepid with the U.S.
Atlantic Fleet.
Airman_ lat_ CIA qs Donald- R.
Lockhart has been awardeil U.S.
Air Force Commendation Medal
while serving at Brookley AFB,
Alabama.
Thirty years ago
A/B Jerry T. McCarty, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Amos McCarty, is
stationed with Air Force in San
Antonio, Texas.
Oneida Boyd, B Wall Melukin,
Gladys Hale and Janie •Young.
all of Murray, were elected as
officers of Woodmen Circle of
West Kentucky at a convention
held at Kenlake Hotel. About 150
persons were present_
- Jean Weeks, Ora- Lee Farris
and Belva Dill of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star, and - Modene
Grogan of Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 OES attended meeting of
Grand Chaper of Order of
Eastern Star of Kentucky held
Oct. 24 to 26 in Louisville.
Cleo Sykes is scoutmaster of
Boy Scout Troop 45, oldest troop
in Murray. which meets at First
Methodist Church.
T.J. Elkins was honored at a
surprise birthday dinner on Oct.
22.

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Problems with Apartheid in
South Africa are taking their toll
on recruitment efforts for the
South African army.
According to a recent issue of
Harper's magazine, 1.596 white

South African males failed to
report for military service in
1984.
In the first six months of 1985,
7.589 men failed to report.
Being a soldier is OK, but who
wants to be killed - and in a lost
cause kt that.
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Gospel Singing
.1

Lynn Grove
United Methodist
- Church
Sunday, Nov.,3 at
1:30 p.m:
Featuring:

"lhe Sou
Fromnds of Faith"
Banton

—The Public Is Invited—
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royko says

Frankly horrendous
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by mike royko

A critical look at contact lenses
6

He was bent over a sink in the
office men's room, poking a
finger into his eye and
muttering.
I asked him what his problem
was.
"The air. Must be a lot of
pollution & something. It goofs
up my contact lenses."
No, I scoffed, his problem
wasn't the air. His problem was
the vanity of those who insrst on
wearing contact lenses because
they think it makes them look
better and conceals a minor
physical flaw.
They can't be like the rest of
us normal, well-balanced, weakeyed people who are not embarrassed about perching regular
glasses on our noses.
They are so concerned about
their appearance, so lacking in
self confidence, so vain and filled with conceit, that they •go to
the trouble of sticking a tiny
piece of plastic to their eyeballs.
While poking at his eye, he indignantly offe'red a long, lame
explanation about how much
better he can see with contacts.
I've heard it before. But "-ere
is only one reason to wear them,
and it is vanity.
I used to hear the same stuff

from the rignt fielder on my softmight even be able to get away
_morning.
ball team every time we had to
with pulling their tails.
And we've all heard the
stop the game while he•crawled
But just dare to try to touch
stories
about people who alvake
around. on all fours, lookha in
their eyes. Those friendly little
thirsty during the night and, in
the grass for a lens that had
beasts might nip off your finger,
reaching for a glass of water on
somehow leaped from his
as they should.
the night stand, accidentally
eyeball.
Or try it with a friend. You can
drink their contact lenses.
And I used to •hear it from a
pat a friend's back, put a hand
There is something else they
handball partner, as he crawled
on a friend's shoulder, take a
can't
do. When provoked in, say,
on all floors, peering into the
friend by the arm, even pat a
a barroom debate, they can't
cracks between the floorboards.
friend on the cheek.
make the menacing gesture of
There is also the golf partner,
But make the test. Go up to
removing their glasses, putting
who in the midst of a game will
any friend, even your best pal,
them on the bar, and serving
suddenly clap his hand over an
and try to touch his or her
notice that the talking is over.
eye or finger..
begin poking at the orb
eyeball. They will leap away.
Now there is action.
with a
And it isn't mere surprise that
A person would look pretty
That's the most offensive part
causes that reaction. Give them
foolish
saying: "I don't have to
of it - when they stick fingers in
warning. Say to your friend:
put up with your guff." And then
their own eyes.
"Would you mind if I touch your
begin poking himself in the eye.
Never once in my entire life
eyeball with my finger?"
Finally, I have long suspected
have I touched either of my own
You do that once or twice and
that there is a potential health
eyeballs. Nor have I permitted
your friends will begin shunning
menace in contact lenses. Eye
anyone to touch them.
you.
doctor
s will deny it. But logic
And I never will. To touch the
There is also the inconvetells me it exists.
eye is against the laws of nature.
nience. People who wear those
The danger is this: What is to
No creature on earth wants its
things can't just yank off their
prevent' "tiiiise things from
eyeball touched.
glasses and toss them on the
sliding off your eye and up
You can make a test to condresser or under the bed when
behind your forehead and even
firm that statement. Take the
they go to sleep.
farther up, intrrour cranium?
nicest, gentlest cat you can find.
They have to mess around
What do you do then, when this
Or the most docile, tailwagging,
with their eyes to remove.them,
tiny object is up there in your
droolingly happy dog.
put them in miniature cookers,
head. rattling around between
You can pet them. You can
simmer them or whatever they
your skull and your brain' ,
rub their ears. You can ruffle
do overnight, then go through
Think about that. And be
the fur under their necks. You
the whole thing again in the
careful about rolling your eyes.

business mirror
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (API Farmers Struggling against intreasingly uncertain tobacco
profits are diersifying in the
rugged highlands of eastern
Kentucky - they're becoming
shepherds.
One of the driving forces in the
change is Mike HancOck. a
teacher at Harry Sparks Vocational School in Mount Vernon.
He has been promoting sheep
raising in 16 counties in a program sponsored by the state OfIke of Vocational Education.
"We've got farmers doing
very well with sheep in these
depressed, farm times," Hancock said.
, _Morehead State University,
with a $136,404 grant from the
Appalachian Regional Commission, hopes to boost Kentucky's
sheep flocks, which currently
total 27,000 sheep and lambs in a
$1.1 million -a-year industry. The
university plans to help farmers
start herds on 18 farms in the
spring.
Eastern Kentucky was a major sheep producer before World
War II and "it's an industry well
suited to the region's steep and
hilly land," said Charles Derrickson, dean of Morehead's College of Applied Sciences and
Technology.
Hancock said he has watched
the flocks in his area grow from
about 1,000 ewes on 24 farms to
nearly 8,000 on about 100 farms
since he started his program in
1979. An annual April lamb sale
started four years ago at Monticello draws participants fro4in
as far away as Ohio, Indiana,

WRITE .4 LETTER - Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of
general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.

Homeplace
Family Restaurant
8 Oz. Sirloin Tips
with choic• of mushroom gravy
or groan papaws and onions.
Choice of potato, tossed
$395
salad & french braced.
(Fri. & Sat. Evening Only) Nov. lirt and 2nd

ALL Tem 411601.EAT BONELES!---FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS

$425
*Every Fri.
Sat. Evening
1906 Coldwater Rd

759-1864

by bill bergstrom
Louisiana and Texas, he said.
The region's small family
farms have the people available
for the labor-intensive task of
caring for sheep, Hancock said.
The animals require protection
from free-ranging dogs and
other predators, special foot
care, frequent worming and extra attention when having their
young.
Births occur in the cold winter
months, when, as it happens,
tobacco barns on most farms

a.m.," Cornett said.
He started with 25 ewes in 4973
on his farm northeast of Manchester in Clay County. known
mostly for its coal mining, and
now has 200. •
Each ewe, producing an
average of 1 1,2 lambs-and about
$15 worth of wool a year, brings •
in about $100 annually. Income
in cattle-raising is about $300 per
cow, but five ewes can be fed for
the cot & feeding one cow. Cornett said.

The best car
repair guarantee
in America!
Bring us your tired transmissions, your Ipaky radiators, your old worn-out
shocks! We guarantee
thousands of repairs for as
long as you own your Ford.
Lincoln, Mercury or Ford
Light Truck. And this guarantee is free!
It's our free Lifetime Service
Guarantee Nobody else in
America has a repair guarantee
like ours. No one even comes
close. And here's how it works

When you have your vehicle
repaired by us, you pay only once
for the repair. And we'll guarantee
that if the covered part ever has to
be fixed again, we'll fix it or replace
it free Free parts. Free labor For as
long as you own your vehicle And it
doesn't matter where you bought it
Or how old it Is if we fix it, we
guarantee it for as long as you own
it And we use only genuine Ford and
Motorcraft brand parts As a limited
warranty our Lifetime Service
Guarantee covers vehicles in normal
use and doesn't cover routine main
tenance parts, belts, hoses sheet
metal and upholstery But it does cover
thousands of other parts So come to us
and find Out more about the best repair
guarantee in America our free Lifetime
Service Guarantee

We fix cars for keeps.
' UFETIME
SERVICE
GUARANTEE

Parker Ford
701 Main Street
753-5273

••••••Auseripilw• .111..1•••••••••••••••••■•••••••••ipabissommal•oalliP
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are available. Hancock said.
"They strip the tobacco out in
November and December and
move the sheep' in in January."
Charles Cornett, who was raising sheep when Hancock started
his program, attested to the attention required to be sure
lambs born on freezing nights
are nursing properly.
"I devote quite a bit of time to
them when they're lambing.. I
personally du the checking during the night, at 10 p.m. and 5

"As
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MURRAY TODAY
Patients named
Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday. Oct. 31, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
.Coy baby girl,
parents, Miohael and
Deborah,606 La Follette
Dr., Murray;
Adams baby boy,
parents. Terry and
Susan, Rt. 1. Box 46A,
Dexter
Dismissals
Bobby Parrish. Box
38A, New Concord; Mrs-.
Brenda Manning, Shady

.

Boddy-Lovett vows solemnized

Miss Connie Boddy
and. Gregory Allen
Lovett were married on
Saturday. Sept. 21, at
New Harmony Missionary Baptist Church.
The Rev. Roy Gibson
officiated.
Music was presented
by Ms. Diane Clark,
soloist, and Tom
McGregor,' pianist, both
of Benton.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James (J.W. 1 Boddy of Benton.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Bertha
Taylor of Benton and
the late Harley H.
Taylor and of the late
Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Boddy of Orlando, Fla.
We are pleased
Parents of the groom
to announce that
are Mrs. Joy Luffman of
Melinda Long and
Murray and Wendell
Steve Pember who
Lovett of Hardin.
were married on
He is the grandson of
Oct.
14
have
Mr. and Mrs. Henry W,
selected
their
Boyd of Murray and of
silverplate
and
Mrs. Erma Lovett of
stainless flatware.
PAGEANT WINNER - Jennifer Mattson, 9
Murray and the "late
months. was runnerup Baby Supreme in the
H.G. Lovett.
Southern Charm Baby Pageant held at Paducah.
Mrs. Madonna Boone
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Matt
of Calvert City was
,on of Murray. Her grandparents are Mr. and
matron of honor.
Mrs. George Borg of Hazel(rest, Ill., and of Mr.
Bridesmaids were
and Mrs. Mac Robinson of New Concord. Her
Miss Gina Morris of
great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Reece
Benton and Mrs. TamMcDonald of Chicago Heights, Ill., and Mrs. Anmy Riley of Sharpe,
na Anderson of Hazel Crest, Lil.
sister of the bride.
Miss Jill Boddy of
The Diola, an ethnic Benton, sister, of the
-., group in southwestern bride, was junior
_.
Senegal, initiates its bridesmaid.
, males into manhood in a
The flower girl was
Lil:Jilalg
UGS
MOVIES IN
(Bargain Matinees)
secret ritual that lasts Miss Mindy Soddy,
Sat. & Sun. All SeatsS2
MURRAY
-two months, says Na- cousin of the bride and
CHAIR SEATS
tional Geographic.,Each daughter of Mr. and
Village conduots the Mrs. Datid Boddy of
MURRAY THEATRES
ceremony only once Calvert City.
Cheri • Cine • 24 HR.TEL. 753-3314
every 15 to 30 years.
Scott Lusk of Murray

The

Oaks Trailer Park, Mur
ray; William Larue. 444.3, Martin, Tenn.;
Mrs. Juanita Pritchett, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Mrs. Wanda Erwin, Rt.
Hazel; Mrs. Georgia
Miller and baby girl. Rt.
7, Benton;.
Mrs. Janet Bloodworth, Rt. 3, McKenzie.
Tenn.; Mrs. Lois Collie,
Rt. 4. Murray; David
Whitten. 1710 Melrose,
Murray:
Miss Krista Milby, 300
Elm St.. Murray; Miss
.
Lore LandoIt. 18091
2.
(Cont'd on page 51
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1984 STE Pontiac
Factory Executive

(1:30, 3:40) 7:00, 9:15

' (1:30, 3:20) 7:10. 9:05

•

I Cine II

kaij,A
, 1
.. .
BARBARIAN.

STEPHEN KING'S

> (1:30, 3:10) 7:05, 8:45. IL

(1:30, 3:15)7:05, 8:55

BIL1

Cheri Theatre Lobby

L,........._

NEW ARRIVALS

ONOSTIUSTEWS•MATINS.
NUNN1 MILLS COP•ADAM
MOVING VIOLATIONS
MOO thni 1.4.11 ..m..10 p.m.
Sun I p.m.• 10 p.m.

,

R

Rob Lowe • Emilio Estevez
Ally Sheedy • Judd Nelson

AWACS Nay
,
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Save $$$
1984 S10 Chevrolet
Pickup Factory
Executive

Save $$$
All New Car Trade Ins
1984 Olds Cutlass Clore Bro., 4 dr., one
owner, sharp.
1982 Jeep CJ 7
1983 Chevrolet Monte Carlo, one owner,
nice.
'1981 Buick Electra, 2 dr.
1980 Ford LTD, 4 dr.

"WHO YA GONNA CALL?"
MURRAY
CABLEVISION

1979 Chevrolet St. Wagon
1979 Pontiac T.A., sharp.
1979 Olds Cutlass Supreme, t-top, sharp.
1976 Chevrolet Pickup
1977 Olds 88, 4 dr.

Purdom Motors Incorporated
Oldsmobile•Pontioc•Cadillac•Buick
v 1,41 '
,NV

112,7,

V1.1.10,

r•rillef [rJ11.01

Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Allen Lovett
was bestman.
Groomsmen were
David Connor of Murray
and Bryan Luffman of
Murray, brother of the
groom.
David Connor of Murray and Stacey Allen
Boddy of Benton,
brother of the bride,
served as candlelighters
and ushers.

The ring bearer was
Aaron Swain, cousin of
the groom and son of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Todd
of Murray.

Jerry Weatherford and
Miss Valerie Connor, all
of Murray and cousins
of the groom, and Ms.
Linda Culp of Benton.

Following the
ceremony a reception
was held in the church
fellowship hall.
Serving were Mrs.
Vanessa Connor, aiss

Mrs. Doris Gibson of
Benton served as
director.

School menus released
Menus for the various
lunchrooms in the city
and county schools for
the week of Nov. 4 to 8
have been released by
Judy Hina, food service
coordinator for Murray
City Schools, and Joanna Adams, food service
director for Calloway
County Schools.
The menus are subject to occasional
change because of the
availability of food and
other special occasions.
Menus are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
---Murray High
Monday - submarine, macaroni and
cheese w/sausage links;
Tuesday - spaghetti
w/French bread, hamburger deluxe; Wednesday - taco w/lettuce
and cheese,
chuckwagon; Thursday
- chalupa, corn dog;
Friday - sloppy joe,
fish sandwich. Pizza,
chef salads, hamburger,
cheeseburger, potato
bar, choice of fruits,
vegetables, desserts
and drinks are available
daily.

Murray.Middle
Monday - tuna on lettuce, hamburger; Tuesday - chuckwagon, hot
ham and cheese;
Wednesday - spaghetti
and meatballs w/rolls,
hamburger; Thursday
- pork and gravy
w/rolls, hot ham and
cheese; Friday - chili
w/sandwich, hamburger deluxe. Pizza,
salad bar. french fries,
fruits, vegetables,
desserts, juice and milk
are available daily.
Carter and
Robertson
Monday - corned
beef hash medley or
pork barbecue, broccoli,
buttered rice, sliced
pineapple, mixed fruit;
Tuesday - pizza or
grilled cheese, whole
kernal corn, green peas,
applesauce, gelatin with
fruit; Wednesday taco w/salad or hot dog,
mexican beans, buttered potato, fruit
wedges, juice; Thursday - cheeseburger or
sloppy joe, tater rounds,
mixed vegetables,
variety of fruits; Friday
- chicken nuggets or

for the fantastic
lineup for Nov.

Only

$5.00 per showing

The management team invites you to come in and see Our fast
eft ,rent crew in action L-R Eric JOyCe mgr -in-training Kim Fry
gethe4.managei Laura W,Ikincon - assistant mgr and Tim Felger
Manager

THE WWF WRESTLING CLASSIC

$11.75

Starring Hulk Hogan

CHAMPIONSHIP BOXING
Marvin Hagler vs. John Mugabi
Thomas Hecirns vs. James Shuler
JIVE 'Natl. 14- *AP__
.
36

Bel-Air Shopping Confer
1

Family Special
511 7.
can havi, a Laign
Deuce Veg Or Any Four Items
DelryereJ Tc Your Door On' COuLic•I
per offer Not pood with vii;s other
offers Expirei. November 17 198!...i
F ,L1r

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
.
••DELIVERS FRU.,
Cult's...
••
1110 Cheor,ko St
733-94144
•

753-5005

turkey

sand-

peach half w/cottage
cheese, juice. Milk is
available daily.
---CALLOWAY COUNTY
---Calloway High
Monday - crispy fish,
footlong chili dog; Tuesday - spaghetti/meat
sauce, submarine;
Wednesday - chicken
fried steak. pizzaburger; Thursday burritoes/chili, hot ham
and cheese; Friday chicken nuggets, grilled
cheese/soup. Pizza,
hamburgers,
cheeseburgers, fresh
fruits, vegetables,
salads, desserts and
drinks are available
daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday - footlong
chili dog, chicken nuggets; Tuesday cheeseburger, baked
ham-; Wednesday chicken pattie sandwich, burritoes and
chili; Thursday - pizzaburger, tuna salad
plate; Friday - rib
sandwich, grilled
cheese/soup. Pizza.
salad bar, fresh fruits,
vegetables, desserts
and drinks are available
daily.

Were having an Open House
Special for the next six days'
Come by anytime Nov 2 - Nov 7,
order a large 3-item pizza and get
any 12 in pizza absolutely free! No
coupon is necessary Carry-out
only We want to meet you, so
come in and see us'

"Tape it now, watch it later with your VCR"

Presented by the folk who produced "Wrestlemania"
Thurs•Nov.74.7:30 p.m.*Liv•II•Cable Channel 34*$10.
00

smoked

lch, macaroni .and
ficheese,
green beans,

(Cont'd on page 5)

GHOSTBUSTERS
with Bill Murray
on Cable Channel 42
Wednesday, Nov. 6, 7 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 8, 9 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 9, 9 p.m.

The new Mr.land Mrs.
Lovett are relsiding in
Benton

dtov•IS •

y 1.4*

*Avery •••ct

Mon

STO 00

AVAIL/MI TOPPINGS
HAM
PEPPERONI
GROUND BEEF
MUSHROOMS
HOT PEPPERS
SAUSAGE
GREEN °MIES
ONIONS
BLACK OLIVES
GREEN PEPPERS
, EXTRA CHEESE
DELUXE - 5 i'ems for the Price of 4
PePoeron. Sausage Mushrooms, Onions & green Peppers
VEGA - 5 Item, for the once of 4. Onions, Green Peppers
fstusri30ms Grne- Olives & Extra Cheese. •
Pitfa DESTIOYER' A special blend of 9 items for the price
of 5 Peppeion, Horn Beef Sausage.-Green Olives hod,
Ohyes Greer Peppers Onions, MUshroorns

GHeST
BUSTERS
_
COMING TO
PAY-PER-ViEW NOVEMBER I
PAY faitIMNIME-Sioso

To See The
No. .1 Comedy
ofall times call:
MURRAY

Now were open for lunch at 11:00 AM.
Hours
11:00 am to 1:00 moo Isis-TItur
11:00 ern to 2:00 so hi Slit

Co:43LE
VISION
Sri Ale Courter

•

713-1111011

Orr

DATEBOOK -
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Film will be shown
A Mexican film, "The Adventures of Robinson
Cruloe," will be shown free at 2 and 7 p.m. on
Tuesday, Nov. 5, in the theater of Curris Center,
Murray State University. This is the third program in the International Film Festival for
1985-86 on MSU campus'. The evening program
will include an introduction of the movie by
Richard Speaks, an instructor of poetry in the
Department of English. Made in 1952 and
directed by Luis Bunuel, the 100-minute color
film with English dialogue is based on the Daniel
DeFoe novel. Dan O'Herlihy stars as Crusoe and
James Fernandez as Friday in the film. The International Film Festival is sponsored by Center
for International Programs, the University
Center Board, the Colleges of Fine Arts and
Communications and Humanistic Studies and
the Departments of Art, English, Foreign
Language and History.

-Classes start Monday
Diabetes Education classes will be held at
Lourdes Hospital. Paducah, on Monday, Nov. 4,
and Tuesday, Nov. 19, from 2 to 4 p.m.'There will
be no evening classes this month. Classes are
recommended for both newly diagnosed
diabetics and for those who would like a
refresher course. Classes will be in Classroom 2
on ground floor of Lourdes. For more information call 1-444-2128.

Seniors plan trips
Two senior citizens trips to Nashville, Tenn.,
are planned for December. The first will be on
Thursday, Dec. 12, and will be sponsored by
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club in
cooperation with Farlands Travel Agency. The
group will leave the club house at Vine and South
Seventh Streets at 8 a.m. to gccto Hickory Hollow
'
1/442.11 WI to tour'Cheekwocid. The second trip on
Sunday, Dec. 15, is being planned by Farlands.
The group will lea-ye at 8 a.en. and arrive in time
for Sunday brunch at Opryland Hotel where
celebrity story-telling, an arts and crafts show,
an antique show and Christma:s circrling will be
featurail. For information call Jackie Weatherford at Farlands, 753-4646, or Jackie Conley at
Senior Citizens office, 753-0929.

Camera Club will meet
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will
meet Monday, Nov. 4, at 7 p.m. in the annex of
Calloway Public Library. All members and interested persons are invited to attend, a club
spokesman said.

Art works on display
Murray State University BFA degree candidate Lucas Stone has his baccalaureate exhibition of bronze and aluminum sculpture and
works in other media on the upper level of Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, M'k.
This will continue through Sunday, Nov. 3.
Through Wednesday, Nov. 6, a selection of black
and white photographs by MSU photography student Jeanne Freibert will be on exhibition in Curris Center Gallery, lower level, MSU. Admission
Is free at both places.

Board plans meeting
Executive Board of Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday, Nov. 4, at 11:30 a.m. at the club
house. Ann Brooks, president, urges all
members to be present.

Friday, Nov. 1
Alford Chapter No.
445 of the Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall
at Aurora.
— —— —
Square and round
.dancing with music by
Ken Tenn Country
Sound will be from 7:30
to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
— — — —
"The Drunkard" will
be presented at 8 fl.m.
by Community Theatre
in Playhousein Murray.
Calloway county Park.
————
"Spank y" MacFarland of "Little
Rascals" will present
"A Little Bit of Yesterday" at 8 p.m. in Curris
Center Ballrbom, Murray State University.
Admission is free.
—— — —
Events in j-and Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
and Mark Twain and the
Great Comet of '35 at
7:30 p.m.,.at Golden
Pond Visitor Center
Planetarium; Candle
Dipping for Children
from.9:30 am. to 3 P.m.
at Ernpir
"H
.Chili
Su p_Pe
sored bY
Murray H Ii Band and
AtAletie Boosters, will
start :at 5:30 p.m. in
cafetetqa • of;.•:-Nitirra
Middle .School follOwe'd
by Muay-flealiz :football game.-' •
—-— —
"Catch a Falling Star
Piano Parlor"• for
WATCH. will be at 8
p.m. at University
Branch of Bank of Murray. For reservations at
$10 per person call
759-1965.
— — — —
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
— — — —
M urray -Calloway
County Hospital PreRace "Autumn Gold
Run" Dinner will be
from 4 to 9 p.m. in,
cafeteria of Murray
High School.
Fall Festival at East
Calloway Elementary
School will start at 6
p.m.

Friday, Nov. 1
Saturday, Nov.2
Paris Chapter of Full
Rededication
Gospel Business Men's ceremonies for Wilson
Fellowship Interna- Hall, Murray State
tional will meet at 6:30 University, will he at
10
p.m. at Avalon a.m. in Room 310-B with
Restaurant, Paris, open house from 9 to 10
Tenn.
a.m.
————
————
Saturday, Nov.2
News media represenLa Leche League Todtatives from area will be
dler meeting will be at
special guests at ac10 a.m, at home of Chris
tivities at Murray State
Harrison, Almo
University today.
Heights. A sack lunch
——— —
will be featured. For inMurray State Univerformation call 759-1647.
sity Chess Club will host
————
its sixth annual MSU
World Missions ConOpen Chess Tournaference Fair will be
ment and Scholastic
from 7 to 9 p.m. in
Chess
Tournament for
Fellowship Hall of First
students in first through
Baptist Church.
eighth grades starting
- ——
Independence United at 8 : 3 0 a.m. in
Methodist Church will Mississippi Room, Curhave a benefit supper ris Center.
and sale starting at 6
————
Open horse show,
p.m.
sponsored' by New Pro-———
Fellowship meeting vidence Riding Club,
will beat 7 p.m. at Nor- will begin at 4 p.m. in
thside Independent Exposition Center, ColChurch, off Highway lege Farm Road.
————
1346 east of Dexter.
•Events in Land Bet— ———
Jackson Purchase ween the Lakes will inAudubon Society will clude Skywalk at 2 p.m.
have a field trip at 9 and Mark Twain and the
a.m, starting at Great Comet of '35 at 11
Hematite Lake in Land a.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; Candle
Between the Lakes.
Dipping for Children
———
"The Drunkard" will from 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
, be presented by Corn- at Empire Farm; Attritinity Theatre at 8 tracting Winter Wildlife
p.m. in Playhouse in at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Murray-Calloway Coun- Nature Center.
ty Park.
AA and Al-Anon will
————
Gospel singing featur- meet at 8 p.m. at
ing The Sheltons will be American Legion
at 7 p.m. at Unity Building, South Sixth
Cumberland and Maple Streets.
Presbyterian Church.
————
Couples Bridge with
Painting workshop by Bethel and Sina
Jerry Watson will start Richardson as hosts is
at 10 a.m. at Murray Art scheduled at 7:30 'p.m.
at Oaks Country Club.'
Guild.
————
Temple — Flu Lodge
Activities of Parents
No. 276 Free and AcWeekend at Murray
cepted Masons will
State University will Inmeet at 7 p.m. at lodge
elude reception at 9 a.m.
hall.
on main level, Curris
Center; football game
Murray
- -Calloway
at 2 p.m. at Stewart County Hospita
l
Stadium; appearance Autumn Gold Run
will
by "Doc",Severinsen of be at Murray High
The Tonight Show at 8 School.
p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
————
High school seniors
frm Kentucky, Illinois,
Indiana, Ten nessee and
Missouri will be on MSU
campus for Senior Day,

Local persons recently dismissed from
Paducah hospitals include the following: Kenneth Grogan of Murray and Earl Watle Norsworthy, Rt. 7, Mayfield, from Western Baptist; Martha Cherry, Ethel Davis and Daisy Dunn, all of
Murray, from Lourdes.

Sperry at Fort Ord
Pvt. Charles A. Sperry, son of James F. Sperry
of Rt. 2, Van Wert, Ohio, and Pat A. Felser of
Murray, has participated in Celtic Cross III, a
7th Infantry Division field training exercise at
Fort Ord,Calif. The objective of the exercise was
to test and observe the light infantry concept in a
combat environment. Sperry, an indirect-fire infantryman, is a 1984 graduate of Lincolnview
High School, Van Wert, Ohio.

(Cont'd from page 4)
East, North
and Southwest
Monday — pizza, tuna
salad sandwich; Tuesday — crisp!, fish/hush
puppies, cheeseburger;
Wednesday — spaghetti/meat balls with
cheese bread, chicken
patti sandwich; Thurs-

e

2040 Marion Circle.
Mayfield;
James Gray, Rt. 1,
Kirksey; Hervie
Henderson, Rt. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Tamson Parker,
700 Meadow Lane, Murray; Mrs. Johnnie Sins,
Rt. 5, Benton.

Sunday, Nov.2
Sunday, Nov.2
Calloway County Park Baptist Church will
or Ellis Center.
have its 78th anniver—
sary celebration at 3
Calvary Temple p.m.
Pentecostal Church
Monday, Nov.4
homecoming will be
Murray-Calloway
held today with singing
by The Chosen at 2 p.m. Camera Club will meet
at 7 p.m. in annex of
Prepared Childbirth Calloway Public
Course will start at 6 Library.
—— ——
p.m. at Mason Hall,
Chapter M of P.E.O.
Murray State University. For information call Sisterhood will meet at
7:30 p.m. at home of Ir753-8143 or 762-2718.
ma La Follette.
_—
The Sounds of Faith
will sing at 1:30 p.m. at
WMU o-f Blood River
Lynn Grove United Baptist Association will
Methodist Church.
meet at 10 a.m. at First
—— ——
Baptist Church.
Mt. Horeb Free Will
(Cont'd on page loy

We are happy to announce
that Rhonda Burkeen, brideelect of Dennis McGinnis, has
selected her decorating accessories from our bridal
registry. Rhonda and Dennis
will be married December 25.
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"The Drunkard" will
be presented at 2 p.m
by Community Theatre
in Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park,
Family
- reunion of
Clarence and Bernice
Morgan will be from I to
5 p.m. at Murray -

See Joe Todd or Larry Hale
for Sharp Late Model
Used Cars & Trucks

Patients...
(Cont'd from page 4).
Westwood, Murray;
Claren6 Elkins, Rt. 3,
Murray;
Vernon Anderson,
2006 College Farm Rd.,
Murray; Mrs. Evelene
Koss, Rt, 3, Murray;
Mrs. Beatrice Davis,

Sunday, Nov.3
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
Roberts will be honored
at a reception in
celebration of 50th wedding anniversary from 2
to 4 p.m. in Community
Room, North Branch of
Peoples Bank. The
family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
————
Mr. and Mrs. E.M.
Allbritten will be
honored at a reception
in celebration of 70th
wedding anniversary
after 10 a.m. service at
Hazel United Methodist
Church.
———
AA will have a closed
meeting at
p.m. at
American Legion Hall.
For information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or
753-7764.
————
World Community
Day program by Ohurch
Women United will be at
2 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church,
16th and Main Streets.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
and Mark Twain and the
Great Comet of '35 at 11
a.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; Curing
Meat at 2 p.m. at Empire Farm; Discovery
Drive at -2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.
——— —
Wrather West Net'slucky Museum at Murray State University
will be open from 2 to 4
p.m.
—— ——
Kirksey United
Methodist Ctfurch .
homecoming will be
held today with singing
by The Noteables at 1:30
p.m.

JOE TODD
MOTOR SALES

507 S. 12th

753-2814

alar g
Nag

Folk a
Christmas Ornaments
Free Ornament To First 25 Customers Sun Nov 3rd

Pier 1 imports
gas

Hourr,
F 96
Sat 9 5
Sun 1 5

Bel Air Center
Murray

COMPLETELY REMODELED!
SPECIALIZING IN FRESH ,over
KENTUCKY LAKE CATFISH

Menus...

Patients dismissed

PAGE 5

Coming community events are listed

Cookbooks being sold
Members of the Calloway County
Homemakers Association are selling copies of
their own published cookbook at the downtown
branch of Bank of Murray and at the downtown
branch and north branch of Peoples Bank. The
members will conduct sales today, Nov. 1, Monday, Nov. 4, and Friday, Nov.8. This would make
a good gift for holiday giving, a spokesman said.
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day — breakfast for
lunch — sausage and
biscuit with scrambled
eggs, ham and cheese
sandwich; Friday —
vegetable beef soup and
grilld cheese, hot dog
,Fresh fruits,
,vegetables, desserts,
salads and drinks are
available daily.

Owned and
Operated by:

Jerry Gaunce
Mike Barnhill

BULL DURHAM'S

Serving Complete
Family
DINING ROOM Style
Dinners
Dinners

... Tennessee's TASTIEST Cotfish

(
rr

Open 6 Days/Closed Mondays
2 p.m.-10 p.m. Paris Landing on "Old" Hwy. 79

901-642-0368
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COUPON
Receive Two Prints For
The Price of One
l

Yellow
Tag
Sale
Bridal GoIIjjc

/

Expires Nov. 6, 1985

(Limit One Coupon Per
•
Customer And One
• (ij
Coupon Per Roll).

I

••••••,•••••
WEEKEND SPECIAL
Rent 6 Movies For Only $10
Pickup
s

Prints Ready In 1 Hour!

NOM and Pageant Dresses, )).
Ilother-otithe-Bride
7).
Dresses and
Bridesniaids Dresse.s.

•
•
•••

Friday) Bring Back Monday

2•DAY SERVICE

V.C.R. Rentals Only $a.95 For The Weekend

12 wallet size photos from
35 mm negative

Pickup Friday, Bring Back Mgnday

$399

Up‘To

75% Off

Black & white processiqg

t!).

FREE Popcorn & Cokes

*Sale Ends NOV.30th

Lillian 's

Snap Shot
Photo
73.

201 Conege St. .
(91)(.-18- 59-'!
:4

1

•

1 How Photo Developing
Dirrnp.,- Pure Mur,s• ky
759 934 7
004% MON T Pau 141 I 444 •• I

NC NOM wog rao we Poppet/le
‘itf..•;

Your Profbssional Movie Store
has the best selection with
the. best prie,s. Now
over 1600 titles to choose

CEL.1.13N1

RENTAVSALES

753-8201'
AP

Open

sy
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Fri Til 8

Sat. til 6

CENTER
Mo.i)

gas

753 8201
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Murray State, Eastern Kentucky must
make own fortunes in OVC showdown
By JANE GIBSON
Associated Press Writer
•
Murray Mete ,and
Eastern Kentucky. are
going to have' to make
their own fortunes the
rest of the season, starting with Saturday's
crucial Ohio Valley Con- losses to Middle and
ference contest, both 10th-ranked Akron, is all
coaches say.
but out of the league
Eastern, 5-2 overall race. But the Refers,
and 3-1. in the con- 5-2-1 overall, are eyeing
ference, is in back of an at-large berth in the
Middle Tennessee. 7-0 playoffs, knowing that
and 4-0 and ranked No. 1 only two schools from
in the nation this week the OVC, including the
in Division I-AA by the champion, are usually
National Collegiate chosen.
Athletic Association.
"I think we're kind of
Eastern's only con- on the outside looking in
ference loss was to and it doesn't get any
Middle.
easier," said Murray
Murray. ranked 17th coach Frank Beamer,
and with conference noting his team will

"I think if we can win Crawford and Elroy
the rest of our con- Harris, who have' comference games, we still bined for 1,335 yards
have a shot at, at least a and 13 touchdowns this
tie in the league," said season.
Eastern coach Roy
Murray's running
Kidd. "We've got to win game is paced by red-'
this week though.
shirt freshman Rodney
have played four ranked
"I can't imagine Mid- Payne, 689 yards and 10
teams in a row — Akron, dle Tennessee losing touchdowns,
while
Middle, Southwestern two games, the way quarterback
Kevin Sisk
Missouri and Eastern.
they are dodging the has passed for 1,093
"We have to be able to bullet."
yards.
win ourselves. We don't
Middle's last two vichave any control over tories over Akroii and
In other games Saturwhat the other leagu)(
Murray involved their day involving OVC
teams will do, whether opponents fumbling the schools, Morehead State
they will lose again."
ball away on the possi- is the opponent for
ble game-winning drive Western Kentucky's
•••.,
A victory would keep inside Middle's five- homecoming game;
Eastern, ranked 18th in yard line with less than Kentucky State is at
I-AA, in the race for the a minute to play.
Austin Peay; Akron is
league championship
Eastern's strong at Tennessee Tech; and
and Its automatic berth rushinegame is led by Youngstown State is at
to the playoffs.
running backs James Middle Tennessee.

Fighters of his era fought more often

LaMotta not raging about boxing paychecks
By HAL BOCK
guaranteed $750,000," these guys. Let them
AP Sports Writer
• Arum said, "plus a make whatver they can
Jake LaMotta sat at percentage of the live make. I wish it was
the end of the dais, sur- gate."
me."
rounded by the enWith purses like the
LaMotta winced ever
trepreneurs who have so slightly, as if he had ones McCrory and
inherited his industry just taken another jab Curry will pull down,
and who are mining it so from Sugar Ray Robin- fighters aren't as
efficiently .
son. The number nearly hungry as LaMotta's
He listened politely as dropped him for the contemporaries were.
promoter Bob Arum count.
Literally. "They eat
outlined financial
Seven hundred and fif- good," was the way he
details of next month's ty thousand dollars.
put it.
welterweight championConsequently, today's
For one fight.
ship unification bout
"My whole career, 15 boxers don't climb into
between Donald Curry years, 100 fights, I didn't the ring as often. That,
and Milton McCrory, make $750,000," he said, LaMotta 4-aid, is
scheduled for Dec. 6 at musing at the memory. ultimately destructive
the Las.Vegas Hilton. . "I made less than $1 for the fighters. "Each fighter is million. But God bless
"Ca re erwise , long
layoffs are no good," he
said. "They wind up
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
shortening a boxer's
l'his notice is an accordance with the Kencareer. A guy who fights
tucky Public and Semipublic Water Supplies
more often lengthens his
Regulations 401 KAR 6:015, Section 11 (3).
career. If you keep
Turbidity MCL Exceeded
busy, you stay in shape.
It's easier on your
The Dexter and Alma Heights Water District
body."
hereby gives notice that the maximum contamiThat might be
nant level for turbidity was exceeded during its
something for
recent reporting period of July 1985 to the
Marvelous Marvin'
State's Division of Water. The test for turbidiHagler to consider.
ty is to be performed here in the water plant on
Hagler's Nov. 14 mida daily basis. It is a measure of the clarity of
dleweight defense
the water and is one method of assuring purity.
against John Mugabi
Although turbidity itself is not usually a health
was called off because
threat, it does show a lowering of water quality
the charrip suffered a
and can interfere with disinfection of the water.
broken nose in training.
The Murray City Water System will take the
necessary corrective action at the water treatBut it was in jeopardy
ment plant.
before that because of
Hagler's cranky back.

Adult $2.00
To Age 12 51.00

Four tuff-filled
days for shopping.
Over 40 merchants • Crystal • China
Clothes • Jewelry • Sporting (14 iods •
Luggage • Leather Goods • Boots • Bikes
• Personalized Gifts • Prints • Picture Framing
• Toys •- Three Wheelers
Special Christmas Prices
Also Seminars
Color Coordination • Family Financial
Planning •Hair Styling •
Cosmetics • Quality Jewelry
Free
Get Aw aV,
Give-Away.
For Two
To Nassau

Doctors said it may be a busiest year, 1941, he
4
ruptured disc. Hagler had 20 fights.
has not fought since
LaMotta knows that
April 15.
although the often crude
INTERRUPTED — Murray State's Bob Jacob (Si) a 8-4, 225-pound tight
LaMotta was never rudiments of his sport
out of shape and rarely remain unchanged, the end from Pearland, Tex., can't handle this Kevin Sisk pass when a Middle
without a fight.
game today barely Tennessee defender interrupts his concentration. However, the Racers will
"I fought Sugar Ray resembles the one at be hoping they can hang on to a shot at the Division 1-AA playoffs by beating
Robinson twice in three which "The Raging Eastern Kentucky at Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday afternoon.
weeks," he said. Bull" made his living.
File photo by Chris Evans
"That's the way we did" The secret is expansion.
things. I was always There are more
ready to go. One time, I fighters, more divisions,
fought four undefeated more champions and, of
fighters in six weeks. course, more money.
One of them was Sugar
Unlike many oldtime
Ray. They don't do that athletes, LaMotta does
in four years now."
NEW YORK (AP) —
not claim his era had an
played under NL rules umpire Don Denkinger
_ LaMatta and Robin- edge on the moderns.The designated hitter, without the designated -called Orta
son had one of boxing's
"Today's fighters are now banished from the hitter.
"I think he may have
greatest rivalries, a bigger, stronger and World Series every
In the ninth inning of missed it. He may havelong-running show that faster," the ex-champ other year, may be used Game 6, Kansas
City's been safe," Ueberroth
played six times. Robin- said. 'But they ain't on certain occasions Jorge Orta
hit a slow said. ( A spokesman at
son won five of those smarter and they ain't under a rule change be- roller that St.
Louis first the commissioner'soffights, including the last tougher."
ing considered by baseman Jack Clark fice, Chuck Adams, said
one on Feb. 14, 1951, the
baseball Commissioner fielded and threw to pit- he believed Ueberroth
memorable Valentine's
Peter Ueberroth.
cher Todd Worrell, who meant to say that Orta
Day match in Chicago
Ueberroth, appearing was covering first. TV may have been out I.
when he beat LaMotta
Thursday on NBC's replays apparently
"Umpires are not
in 13 bloody rounds for
"Donahue" show, also showed that Worrell perfect," said the comthe middleweight
agreed that an umpire beat Orta to the base, missioner. "They make
championship.
made a bad call in the but American League
mistakes."
The only time LaMotninth inning of Game 6
ta beat Sugar Ray was
IOWA CITY, Iowa of the World Series,
Feb. 5,' 1943 at Detroit. (AP) — The No. helping the Kansas City
Three weeks later, 1-ranked Iowa football Royals win the game
Robinson wen a team will wear helmet and ultimately take the
rematch. It was not decals in Saturday's na- 1985 baseball
unusual in those days tionally televised game championship.
for boxers to fight the at Ohio State to symUeberroth told talk.
same opponent twice in bolize the plight of show host Phil Donahue
a month. In LaMotta's America's financially that he is thinking about
MEMPHIS, Tenn. billion antitrust lawsuit
strapped farmers.
allowing the DH in (AP) — Owners of the against the National
Iowa Coach Hayden games played at the three-year-old United Football League.
Fry said the decals will American League park, States Football League
The lawsuit charges
be put on prior to the but not in the National sat through a briefing that the
rival NFL has
game and the Hawkeyes League park, during by their attorneys and an illegal
monopoly on
will wear them for the future World Series. emerged confident that stadiums,
players, ofrest of the season.
This year's Series was they will win their $1.32 ficials and television. It
is the television rights
and accompanying
revenue that is most
important.
Other topics during
the twosday meetings
figure to include league
realignment, rules
changes, a television
contract and scheduling
of a player draft.

Ueberroth discusses alternating DH;
says World Series call was not good

Iowa honors
U.S. farmers
with helmets

USFL owners leave meeting
with confidence they can
beat NFL in monopoly suit

NOW...
BIG SAVINGS
4°
ON THE WORLD'S
LEADING SAW CHAIN!

!Bowling
Thursday Night
lied Couples

40%
OFF

BORGSMILLER
TRAVELS

Friday & Saturday Only
Nov. 1 &2
Chains to fit any brand of Saw-EchoStihi-Homelite-Husgvarna-PoulanMcCullough-Remington-Pioneer.

Jane Adams

Examples: 16" Reg. $11.88 NOW

1073

20" Reg. $201111 NOW

1253

9? Ea.

205 N. 4th

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
41
- 4Nama I I)

urrav

753-4110
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Ballesteros bitten by namesake golf rule
PONTE VEDRA, Fla.
(AP) — Severiano
Ballesteros, considered'
by many to be the best
golfer in the world, has
,been stripped of his
PGA Tour membership
because of his failure to
follow the so-called
"Ballesteros rule."
The Professional
Golfers Association
Tour Policy Board, in a
meeting in New York on
Tuesday, revoked
• Ballesteros' membership because he failed to
play in the minimum 15
tournaments required.
He played in only nine
American tournaments
this season.
"The board felt
strongly that the basic
structure of the _PGA
Tour, in which players
impose on themselves

wishes of an incLtrual
player, however prominent he may be," PGA
Tour Commissioner
Deane Beman said in
announcing the action
Wednesday.
In 1983, the board inst itu t e d the
"Ballesteros rule,"
which provided the
Spanish star full
membership in the
American tour on
precisely the terms he
had sought — that he
have unlimited and
unrestricted access to
European
tour events.
Ballesteros
The only condition
was that he compete in a
the obligation to support minimum of 15
the Tour and honor their American tour events
playing commitments, annually. He met that
was important to uphold stipulation in 1984, but
— more important in fell six short of the
this case than the minimum in 1985. In-

cidentally, he collected
$206,638 in official earnings in the nine events
he played.
Ballesteros, who was
competing in a tournament in Portugal, had
no comment other than
to say he had been informed of the action..
• The action against the
28-year-old Ballesteros,
who has won two
Masters titles and two
British Open crowns, is
believed to be the first
such ever taken against
a player of his stature.
He still remains eligible for the Masters, the
U.S. Open and the PGA
national championship,
however. Those tournaments, which along
with the British Open
comprise the Grand
Slam, are not governed
by the PGA Tour and
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have their own rules
regarding eligibility.
The Tour also made
an exception of the
USF&G Classic in New
Orleans March 20-23.
Ballesteros is the defending title-holder in that
event and the Tour ruled
him eligible to compete.
While he has consistently been cornplitnentary in public
statements about
American tournaments,
courses and competition, Ballesteros has
steadfastly insisted he
feels more comfortable
in Europe.
With the other 1986
U.S. tournaments ruled
out, Beman said
Ballesteros will be
"welcome to compete in
1987, subject to
membership
requirements."

For health
Insurance to help
pay soaring
hospital and
surgical bills, check
with State Farm.

National WaskftbaN ASsoaation
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L Pct.
GS
Boston
2
887 —
1
Philadelphia
2
647 —
1
Washington
2
887 —
1
New Jersey
2 2
500
Li
New York
O
3
000
2
Central Division
Chicago
3
1
750 —
Detroit
2 2 _50
300
0___
Indiana
1
1
Milwiukee
2 2 '500
1
Atlanta
I
2
3311
Cleveland
1
3
250 2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver
4 0 1 000 —
Houston
2 2
500
2
Dallas
I
1
500
2
Sacramento
1
2
333 24
San Antonio
1
2
333 24
1
2
113 24

W

L.A Clippers
L A Lakers
Portland
Golden State

Undefeated
The Cosmos soccer team of the MurrayCalloway County Soccer Association finished the
1985 season undefeated. Members of the boys
under-M squad include (front row,from left) Billy Cox, Wesley Latimer, Sean Waller, Trent Nix,
Chris Gerrnann, Zachary Ross, Ashley Dunn,
(standing, from left) coach Stan Waller, Geoffrey Ball, Jeremy Spann, Adam Grogan, David
G. Graves, Lance Watt, Peter O'Rourke, coach
Pete O'Rourke, (not pictured) Ryan Vanover,
Tommy Richter, Bearl Darnell and Justin
Owens,

wait for the opening
shots in this round of
their battle when what
was left of Hurricane
Juan moved through the
Atlanta area Thursday,
postponing .the .opening
round of qualifying at
Atlanta International
Raceway.
NASCAR officials
tried several times during the day to get the
cars onto the 1.522-mile
oval for at least a little
practice time. But the
wet weather wouldn't go
away. More was expected today.
Waltrip holds the upper hand as he goes for
his third Winston Cup ti-

tle, with only Sunday's
500 -miler and a
500-kilometer event on
Nov. 17 at Riverside,
Calif., remaining on the
schedule.
"With such a slim.
point advantage, our
teams knows we've got
to run hard," said
Waltrip, who won titles
in 1981 and 1982 and lost
close battles in 1979 (to
Richard Petty) and 1983
(to Bobby Allison).
Waltrip can clinch the
championship by
finishing second in the
final two races, no matter what Elliott does.
Harry Gant is the only
other driver with even a

mathematical chance at
"Racing is a good part
the championship, but luck," says Elliott.
he currently is 250 'You can be very good
points behind Waltrip. It and finish last, or you
would take a complete can be only fair and win
collapse by both Waltrip the race.
and Elliott in the final
'The only thing that's
two races for Gant to for sure is that we've got
have any shot at his first two races to go."
title.
The championship
battle in Grand National
racing has gone to the
finale at Riverside
every year since 1979.
The closest finish came
in 1979 when Petty beat
Waltrip by 11 points: the
biggest was last year
when Terry Labonte
outdistanced Gant by 65
points.
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Like a good
neighbor
State Farm is there

tr.. Form 41••••••1 wv4row46114 ineweacar COM
NA, is OM.Iliecomine.••• ones«.

1
3
2
1

0 1 0130
0 1 000
1
8417
3
250

—

3

Phoenix
Seattle

0
0

Thursday's Games

3
3

000
000

Cleveland 114. Washington 107
Denver 90. SeatUe 73
L A Lakers 144 Phoenix 107
L A Clippers 120. Chic4go 112
Golden State III New York 104
Sacramento 172. Houston 116
Friday's Games
Atlanta at Boston
Philadelphia at New Jersey
Indiana at Detroit
Dallas at San Antonio
Phoenix at Utah
Satinlay's Games
Boston at Waatungton
Philadelphia at Atlanta
Detroit at Indiana
Sacrkmentorel. Dallas
San Antonio at Houston
New Jersey at Milwaukee
New York'at L_A_ Clippers
Utah at Portland
Chicago at Seattle
I. A takers at Golden State
Sunday's Games
Milwaukee at Cleveland
New York at Portland

N Y Jets
Miami
New England
Indianapolis
Buffalo
Cleveland
Cincinnati
Houston
Pittsburgh

Dallas
N Y Giants
Philadelphia
Washington
St. Louis

National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pd.
6
2 0
750
5
3 0
625
5
3 0
625
3 5 0
375
1' 7 0
125
Central
4
1 0
500
3 5 0
375
3 5 0
375
3 5 0
375
West
6
2 0
750
6
2 0
750
4
4 0
500
5
3
0
375
3 5
Cr
375
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
fast
6 2 0
750
5
3 0
625
4
1
0
500
4
4 0
500
3 5 0
375

Central

PF PA
173 118
207 177
154 143
155 189
104 193
141 122
237 261
139 165
173 144
202 151
193 154
188 199
151 181
190 221

197 125
181 131
123 121
114 158
165 206

Chicago
Detroit
Minnesota
Green Bay
Tampa Bay

5
4
3
0

0
3
4
5
8

West
L A Items
San Francisco
New Orleans
Atlanta

7
I
4
4
3 5
1
7
Sunday's Games
Chicago at Green Bay
Cincinnati at Buffalo
Cleveland at Pittsburgh
Detroit at Minnesota
Kansas City at Houston
Miami at New England
Tampa Bay at New York Giants
Washington at Atlanta
Los Angeles Raiders at Seattle
New Orleans at Los Angeles Ram
New York Jets at Indianapolis
Philadelphia at San Francisco
Denver at Sao Diego
Monday's Game
Dallas at St Louis

0 1 000 239 114
0
825 157 180
0
500 167 167
0
375 154 200
0
000 164 250
0
0
0
0

875
500
375
125

163 117
204 154
163 207
161 240

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

"Get Special Financing on
The 1986 Chrysler Lebaron GTS
Or 1986 Dodge Lancer"
Up to 48 Months
*8.6% A.P.R. Financing

Everyone is running to the
Dennison-Hunt SALE

5 Years
*9.5% Financing or $500 Rebate

'

1986 Chrysler Lebaron GTS
*European Performance
*Unbelievable Handling
*Standard 2.2 Liter Engine
with Electronic Fuel Injection

ALL
WARMUPS

'
55

In 6 colors

4111

All other
Hi-Top Basketball Shoes

20% OFF

Over 100 Styles of
Men's-Women's & Childrens

All Tennis
Shirts & Shorts

Shoes

OFF
40%
Mwit's & Woman's

At Least

20% OFF

Count Came&•Nth••AMASS & More

DE-NNISON HUNT
SPINTINO GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR WE"
1203 Chestnut S.

Phone 75341544

Mismyy, Ky 42071

*5/50 Protection Plan
*Sporty Aerodynamic Styling
*Front Wheel Drive

25% OFF

Nike
Special
Air Jordan
Basketball shoes

Podecels ON-Price Mon
3200 S. Ilektine
Postsnols Ky 12001

293SA Foes Conspire', 1111.01
Phone 1001.7401
Hopliimeville, K.42240

PO,. %QUM`,
S.1.4"p9.543 •••••••
P. 1..,., 13)42

1986 Dodge Lancer
*Front Wheel Drive
*Standard 2.2 Liter Engine
*Turbo Availability

*Electronic Fuel Injection
*World Class Touring Sedan
With Perfect Balance
*5/50 Protection Plan

Come In And Test Drive The Lebaron GTS Or Dodge Lancer Today!

Murray Nissan
Chrysler Dodge Inc. di&
S. 12th St./753-7114

riu;i,tairc.0

3.,

National Football League

Denver
LA Raiders
Seattle
Kansas City
San Diego

Elliott, Waltrip under pressure for Atlanta 500 victory

•
ne I Health In
IL:t
?mete ter 4J16

National Basketball Association

Perak Division

By MIKE HARRIS
AP Motorsports Writer
HAMPTON, Ga.(AP)
— Bill Elliott. is trying
not to lei the pressure of
his first championship
battle overwhelm him..
"I'm going to approach the last two
races just like I have all
the others. I'm going to
try and win them both,
and I'm not going to
worry about what Darrell does," said Elliott,
who trails Darrell
Waltrip by 35 points
heading into Sunday's
Atlanta Journal 500
Grand National stock
car race.
Both drivers had to

PAGE 7
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Your Health and Corn ort
Is Our Main Concern"
BROIRINGMETER
HEALTH
AWARENESS
CENTER

Meet
Ann Roberson
of the
Home Team
See Ann For
All Your
Real Estate Needs

Dr. Richard & Mary Broeringmerar
Chiropractors
Dr. ILO. Morin
Ostaopathic Physician

KOPFIRUD
Office
753-1222

Home
753-3343

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
401 Olive

753-5321

Go Racers!
WOULDN'T YOU.RATHER BUY
YOUR INSURANCE FROM A
FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND 0
AT OUR AGENCY ...
ha.c
veep a

VIV.

basic
cbmrroment ee mare
to
function as a dependable insurance Mend to our policy

Lati
Purdom,
Thurman
& McNutt

holders
HOiv do we go 111bOdi
With
excellent ,nsuranee products
%Spred to yOt.,* needs
eon
tee cornpetrtne .ates
and
miler& al, with service Mats
prompt personalize° and continuing

Southsid•
Court Sq

We N weiednie your car and the
oPPortunitv to be of aSS,Stlines
to you

753-4451

Look For Our
Little Footballs
Thrown Out At
Each Home Game!

THE SAVING PLACE
641 N. Murray

11.8% :Lulus
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

85-86 ESCORT
85-86 TEMPO
86 BRONCO II
86 RANGER
Ends Nov. 22nd!

PARKER FORD

753-8078

leittaaa

753-2962
Cell For Apptilmergency Cells Accepted

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Location: 4 mi. East on Hwy. 94 Murray

Thornton Tile
& Marble
Mfg: Cultured Marble
Distr.: Jason Spa's
Available:

Tub/Shower Doors & Mirrors
Ceramic Tile &
Related Products
•Free Estimates*
See Our Display
Open 8:00 to 4:30 Mon. thru Fri.
612 S. 9th/753-5719

Rent a 7 passenger
Custom Van to go
the Racers Away Games.

Dwain
Call Gene
502-753
-2617
Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

RACER FOR
THUS FAR: Murray State is 5-2-1, 3-2 in the Ohio Valley Conference
(W 35-21 South Carolina State; W 33-25 Southeast Missouri; T 10-10
at Memphis State: W 29-21 Tennessee Tech; W 35-9 Morehead State;
L 17-10 at Akron; L 31-24 2 OT at Middle Tennessee; W 36-21 at,
Southwest Missouri).
Eastern Kentucky is 5-2, 3-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference (16-6
Akron; L 13-7 Marshall; W 36-29 at Youngstown State; W 20-10 Austin
Peay; L 28-14 at Middle Tennessee; W 28-21 at Central Florida; W
51-21 Western Kentucky).
THE COACHES: Frank Beamer is 33-18-1 in his fifth year as head
coach at Murray State. A 1969 Virginia Tech graduate, he is in his
seventh year as a Racer coach, having served as an assistant under
Mike Gottfried for two years. MSU's record since Beamer arrived
on campus is 51-22-2. He is 1-3 against Eastern Kentucky.
Roy Kidd is 166-64-7 in his 22nd year as head coach at Eastern Kentucky. A 1954 graduate of EKU,he has led the Colonels to five straight
OVC titles, two NCAA Division I-AA crowns, and two NCAA runnersup spots. He is 12-7-2 against Murray State.
THE SERIES: Begun in 1929, the Colonels hold a 23-17-4 advantage
In series. There have been a total of eight shutouts in the rivalry, with
MSU recording six and EKU two. Murray State is 6-11 in games decided by a touchdown or less, while the home team in one-touchdown
games is 10-7. MSU is 11-10-2 against EKU in Murray and 6-13-2 at
Richmond. The Racers are 5-1 against the Colonels in Stewart
Stadium„with the lone loss coming in the 1981 season, Beamer's first
as head coach.
RACERS,STEWART STADIUM, AND THE OVC: Murray State
has fashioned a 53-17-0 record as it closes its 13th season in Roy
Stewart Stadium. That includes a 34-10 record against Ohio Valley
Conference competition. The last home loss for the Racers was a 19-16
decision at the hands of Middle Tennessee last fall. Should the Racers
win today, it would mark the fifth undefeated home season in 13 tries
in Stewart Stadium.
THIS DATE IN RACER HISTORY: Murray State has played eight
games on this date, with a meager 2-6 record overalysi 1-1 mark at
home. MSU has tangled with EKU twice on this date; losing both encounters. A rundown of games of this date: 1929 - 6-0 loss to Middle
Tennessee; 1935 - 21-6 loss at Western Kentucky; 1940 - 41-0 win
against Delta State; 1946 - 69-0 loss at Mississippi State (the worst
loss in MSU history); 1957- 27-20 loss at Arkansas State: 1963- 34-33
loss at Arkansas State; 1968 - 21-20 loss at Eastern Kentucky; 1974
- 30-16 loss at Eastern Kentucky. There have been no 100-yard
rushers for MSU on this date.
FOUR IN A ROW: For the fourth consecutive week, the Racers
must face a team which has appeared in the NCAA's Division I-AA
top 20. After losing to Akron, the Zips broke in and now are ranked
13th. Middle Tennessee has ascended to No. 1, and EKU has popped
back in this week at 18th after an earlier appearance. Southwest
Missouri also spent a brief time in the rankings this fall.
HISTORY IS MADE: This week's NCAA poll features four OVC
teams, the first time it's ever occurred. The Racers have held a position in the poll since the first one was issued in the 1984 season, marking 15 consecutive weeks in the rankings, two short of the stretch from
1979 to 1981, when MSU was ranked 17 consecutive weeks. LAST
MEETING: October 27, 1984, Richmond, Ky.(7,200)- In a key Ohio
Valley Conference matchup, the Racers jumped ahead on a muffed
snap from center on a point-blank field goal try, with Kevin Sisk circling the right side for a three-yard tally. Eastern replied with a 39-yard
field goal from Dale Dawson, then Sisk showed the effects of his twoweek inactivity due to a kidney injury when he lofted an interception
to defensive back Danny Copeland, who took it in from 31 yards.
Eastern took another Dawson field goal, this one from 28 yards, to
go up 13-7 at the half. In the second half, the wheels fell off for the
Racers as EKU scored on a David Hensley seven-yard run, then
Irecovered the fumble when James Yarbrough failed to field the
kickoff cleanly. The Colonels took four plays to cover nine yards for
the score, including two tries from inside the one. The Racers closed
the scoring with a two-yard look-in from Mike Woznichak to Lee
McCormick to make the score 27-14 in favor of EKU.Turnovers killed the Racers, losing three fumbles and throwing two interceptions,
while the Colonels did not give the ball away.
McCORMICK MAKES IT: With his six receptions for 110 yards
against Southwest Missouri last week, senior wide receiver Lee
McCormick has moved into a tie for the career reception record at
MSU, matching Jack Wolf's -total of 101. A former walk-on for the
Racers, the Terre Haute, Ind., native has played in every game for
MSU,over the past three yards and has failed to make
a catch in
only one, the MSU-Akron game in 1984. He also is closing in on the
career reception yardage record held by Billy Hess. With 1,505 yards,
he is only the second MSU receiver to surpass 1,500 reception yards
and needs just 56 more to take the record from Hess.
A PAYNE-FUL SEASON: With his ten touchdowns this season,
freshman tailback Rodney Payne is closing in on the MSU singleseason record for touchdowns in the modern era (since 1948). The
record is 13, set by Billy Hess in 1968, while the all-time record is 19,
set by Harlan Brodie is 1928. Payne also has the opportunity to rewrite
the MSU and OVC record for kickoff return average. His 30.5 yards
per attempt, good for third in Division I-AA, is better than the school
record of 30.1, set by Bruce Walker in 1976, and the OVC record,
shared by Walker and Tony James of EKU in 1983. Payne will need
to surpass Middle Tennessee's Robert Alford, who currently checks
in with a 31.1 average.
OTHER RACERS TEAMS IN ACTION: Men's and women's cross
country at Austin Pay Invitational; Rifle team at East Tenneessee
State for the Buccaneer Invitational against ETSU and Tennessee
Tech; golf at Wallace State Junior-Senior Invitational.
AROUND THE OVC: Akron at Tennessee Tech; Morehead State
at Western Kentucky: Youngstown State at Middle Tennessee; Kentucky State at Austin Peav. All tames afternoon.

NCAA
Last
Week
3
5
6
1

RANKINGS: October 28, 1985
This
Team
Week (Record, Poll Points)
1
Middle Tennessee (7-0, 89)
2
Furman (7-1, 75)
3
Nevada-Reno (7-1, 70)
4
Richmond (7-1, 67)

2
7
8
4

5
6
7
8

12
10
11

9
10
11

18
13
20
14
19

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Grambling (6-1, 63)
Northern Iowa (6-1, 62)
Georgia Southern (6-1, 60)
, Idaho (6-2,48)
Mississippi State (6-1, 44)
Eastern Washington (64, 43)
Marshall (6-1-1, 42)

This Week's
Opponent (Record) ,
Youngstown State (4-4)
Mars Hill (5-1)
Montana State (2-6)
at Boston
University (2-5)
Texas Southern (1-8)
at Illinois State (4-2-2)
at James Madison (3-5)
Eastern
Washington (6-1)
Prairie View (2-8)
at Idaho (6-2)
at TennesseeChattanooga (4-3)
Lamar (3-4)
at Tennessee Tech (1-7)
at Rhode Island (6-2)
Texas-Arlington
Eastern Kentucky (5-2)
New Hampshire (6-1)

AUTOMATIC BID COI
ALL CAPS) *still in cor
league title until 1886, c,
BIG SKY
*N EVADA-RENO
*II )AHO
*II)AHO STATE
*Boise State
Weber State
Montana
Montana State
Northern Arizona

SOUTHERN
*FURMAN
*Tennessee-Chattanooga
*MARSHALL
*Appalachian State
V7L11
Western Carolina
Citadel
East Tennessee State
Davidson
•
SOUTHLAND
*Texas-Arlington
*ARKANSAS STATE
*LOUISIANA TECH
McNeese State
Northeast Louisiana
North Texas State
Lamar

Louisiana Tech (6-2, 30)
Akron (5-2, 29)
New Hampshire (6-1, 27)
Arkansas State (4-3, 26)
MURRAY STATE (5-2-1, 19)
Rhode Island (6-2, 13)
EASTERN
KENTUCKY (5-2, 11)
Murray State (5-2-1)
18
Idaho State (5-2, 11)
at Boise State (4-3)
9
20
Delaware State (6-2, 10)
• idle
Also receiving votes: Appalachian State, Colgate, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee-Chattanooga

CONGRATULATIONS: Kevin Sisk was named the Ohio Valley Conference Offensive Player of the Week for his efforts against Southwest
Missouri State. He completed 17 of 24 pass attempts for 229 yards and
also scrambled three times for 21 yards. With 1;094-yards of total offense thus far this season, he needs 407 to become the first three-time
member of the OVC 1,500 Yard Club, which honors players who pick
up 1,500 yards or more in total offense in a season.
THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES: Today marks the final home
game for the eight seniors on the Murray State roster. Making their
final appearances in the Blue and Gold before a Stewart Stadium audience are: defensive end Eric Hubbard; safety Herbert Jones; split
end Monty King; defensive tackle Mike McGregor; split end Lee
McCormick; quarterback Kevin Sisk; offensive tackle Jeff Ulmer,
and cornerback James Yarbrough.

MIDEASTERN ATHLE1
(non-automatic, but prot
*DELAWARE STATE
*Bethune-Cookman
*South Carolina State
Ncrth Carolina A&T
1-1c, ward
114,-Jrgan State

1
7-0
no
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WORID TELEVEION PREMIERE!

We Stock Appliance Parts

Lost.
2,000 miles at sea
its a 40year old imsaber.

SALES•SERVICE •PARTS

753-4092
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Whirlpool,, Magic Chef end Admiral Service
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West Ky. Appliance
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641 N

753-4471
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"Before The Game..."

TERRY'S
ONE STOP

24 HOUR

"After the Game..."

2 TRUCKS TO SERVE
YOU SETTER
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

153-9132

The
KAT MAN DOO CLUB
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Good
Luck
Racers!

Lumber • Hardware • and More

Call Toll Free

759-4026

McCLARD S SHELL

First Stop Cold Beverages

Hwy. 641 South

Puryear

Murray State Racers (5-2-1, 3-2 OVC)
vs.
Eastern Kentucky Colonels (5-2, 3-1 OVC)
November 2 1985; 1:30 p.m. Roy Stewart Stadium (16,800
Murray, Kentucky
,TIC BID CONFERENCE STANDINGS (ranked teams in
) *still in contention for conference title. kneligible for
until 1986, considered independent for playoffs.
OHIO VALLEY
RENO
*MIDDLE TENNESSEE
*Youngstown State
'ATE
*EASTERN KENTUCKY
*AKRON
*MURRAY STATE
Tennessee Tech
ate
Austin Peay
rizona
Morehead State-

GAME 9

New Saturday
Special
2 Movies For '5
5 Movies For $10
(Club Members Only)
M.-S.Sun
I
10-9
qv
1-5

•

/

COLLEGE MATHEMATICAL RANKINGS: Here's a breakdown
of the Division I-AA teams as published in USA Today and compiled
by Jeff Sagarin, a 1970 mathematics graduate of MIT. Parentheses
include the overall ranking in both Division I-A and I-AA and the
team's current record.
1. Nevada-Reno (45, 7-1)
45. Eastern Illinois (146, 4-4)
2. Arkansas State (60, 4-3)
46. West Texas State (149, 4-3-1)
3. Louisiana Tech (61, 6-2)
SOlikTIOVEST ATHLETIC
47. Lehigh (150, 3-4)
4. Furman (66, 7-1)
*Jackson State
48. Pennsylvania (151, 5-1)
-Chattanooga
5. Eastern Washington (67, 6-1)
*MISSISSIPPI VALLEY STATE
49. Connecticut (152, 3-3)
6. Richmond (71, 7-1)
,L
*GRAMBLING STATE
50. Montana State (154, 2-6)
7. Idaho (74, 6-2)
an State
*Alcorn State
51. Lafayette (155, 4-3)
8. Mississippi Valley State (75, 6-1)
Southern University
52.
Brown (156, 3-2-1)
9. Northeast Louisiana (82, 4-3)
rolina
Alabama -State
53. Youngstown State (157, 4-4)
10. GrEunbling (84, 6-1)
Texas Southern
54. Boston University (158, 2-5)
11. Middle Tennessee (87, 7-0)
saee State
Prairie View
55. Southeast Louisiana (159, 1-6)
12. Northern Iowa (89, 6-1)
56. Southwest Texas (160, 1-6)
13. Boise State (91, 4-3)
57. Montana (161, 2-5)
14. Idaho State (92, 5-2)
YANKEE
58. Citadel (162, 34-1)
15.
McNeese
ngton
State (95, 3-3)
*RHODE ISLAND
59. Southern University (163, 4-3)
16. Appalachian State (96, 4-3)
LS STATE
*NEW HAMPSHIRE
60. Lamar (164, 3-4)
17.
1A TECH
Colgate
(98, 5-2)
*Massachusetts
61. Western Illinois (165, 3-4)
18. Northwest Louisiana (100, 2-5)
tate
Boston University
62. Maine (166, 4-4)
..ouisiana
19.
North
Texas State (101, 2-5-1)
Maine
63. Harvard (167, 4-2)
20. Rhode Island (103, 6-2)
s State
Connecticut
64. VMI (169, 2-4-1)
21.
Alcorn
State
(107,
4-2)
#RICHMOND
65. Florida A8zM (171, 4-4)
22. Tennessee-Chattanooga (108, 4-3)
#Delaware
66. Northern Arizona (172, 3-5)
23. MURRAY-STATE (110, 5-2-1)
67. James Madison (173, 3-5)
24. Delaware (112, 5-3)
:RN ATHLETIC
TOP INDEPENDENTS
68. South Carolina (174, 3-5)
atic, but probable)
25. Texas-Arlington (113, 4-3)
69. East Tennessee State (176, 0-6-1)
26. Nicholls State (115, 4-3)
lE STATE
RICHMOND
70. Princeton (177, 3-3)
27.
Akron
Dok man
(116,
5-2)
NO4THERN IOWA
71.
Austin Peay (178, 3-4)
)lina State
28. Tenneessee State (117, 5-3)
Colgate
72. Bethune-Cookman (179, 3-3)
29. Delaware State (118, 6-2)
mina A&T
Pennsylvania
73. Western Kentucky (180, 2-5)
30. New Hampshire (121, 6-1)
GA. SOUTHERN
74. Yale (181. 3-2)
31. Western Carolina (124, 3-3-1)
te
NOTE: Jackson State and
75. Northeastern (182, 0-6)
32. Southern Illinois (128, 4-4)
Eastern Washington are not
76.
Dartmouth (183, 1-5)
33. Georgia Southern (129, 6-1)
eligible for playoffs.
77. Tennessee Tech (184, 1-6)
34. EASTERN KENTUCKY (131, 5-2)
78, Cornell (185, 0-6)
35. Weber State (132, 3-4)
79. Bucknell (186, 3-4)
36. Drake (133, 4-5)
80. Alabama State (187, 2-5)
37. William & Mary (134, 4-4)
81. Texas Southern (188, 1-8)
38. Jackson State (135, 5-2)
82. North Carolina A&T
39. Indiana State (136, 3-4)
83. Prairie View (190, 2-7)
40. Southwest Missouri (137, 4-3-1)
84. Morehead State (191, 1-7)
41. Illinois State (140, 4-2-2)
85. Howard (192, 1-6)
42. Marshall (141, 6-1-1)
86. Davidson (193, 0-8)
43. Massachusetts (143, 5-3)
87. Columbia (194, 0-6
44. Holy Cross (145, 3-3-1)
to a second straight upset of Middle Tennessee last week, but fumblOHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE NEWS
ed
away the potential winning score of the MTSU 1 late in the game.
YOUNGSTOWN STATE (3-1, 4-4) at MIDDLE TENNESSEE (4-0,
A pleasant surprise, however, was the play of quarterback Dale Ed7-0) 1:30(CST),Floyd Stadium, Murfreesboro,TN.The schedule gets
wards. In his second collegiate start, Edwards completed 22 of 29
no easier for YSU. Last week, the Penguins lost on the road to 7thpasses for 242 yards and two touchdowns, APSU's most passing proranked Northern Iowa. This week, they face top ranked Middle Tenduction this season. The Goys unveiled a new offensive scheme which
nessee, also on the road. Both teams are strong offensively, though
involved the use during the game of five wide receivers and three
MTSU has scored only two TDs in regulation play each of its last two
tight ends. Defensively, the Goys limited the normally-potent Midgames. The vaunted Blue Raider ground game was stymied by both
dle Tennessee offense to just 126 yards rushing, maintaining their conMurray State and Austin Peay, but freshman QB Marvin Collier conference lead in overall defense. This week's opponent, Kentucky State,
tinues to produce when necessary. Collier is the league's top percenshould be no match for Austin Peay,as the Thorobreds have not won
tage passer while Bob Courtney of YSU has thrown for the most yards.
in eight tries this season and have been outscored by totals of 353-30.
Courtney has 11 TD tosses while Collier has 8. MTSU's Gerald AnderAPSU has won the four previous meetings, all close battles, with last
son played sparingly two weeks ago and not at all last week and the
year's 14-0 morgin being the widest.
running game has dropped off considerably, getting just 216 yards
MOREHEAD STATE (1-7) at WESTERN KENTUCKY (2-5), 1:00
In the past two games. YSU's Rick Shepas is the OVC receiving leader
p.m.(CST), L.T. Smith Stadium, Bowling Green, KY. Both teams
(40 recps). Youngstown State leads this series, 3-1, and won last years,
come into this one off of lopsided defeats, Western to rival Eastern
23-13. Middle Tennessee escaped Austin Peay with a 17-14 win last
Kentucky and Morehead to Tennessee Tech. Both teams like to pass
week as defensive back Dejuan Buford recovered a Victor Leavell
the ball, with Morehead's Adrian Breen averaging over 170 yards
fumble on the MTSU 1 yard line late in the game.
through the air, and VVKY relying on QB Jeff Cesarone. WICU holds
EASTERN KENTUCKY (3-1,5-2) at MURRAY STATE (3-2, 5-2-1)
a wide 34-7-2 series lead, and won last year, 33-31 on a hail-Mary,
1:30(CST)Stewart Stadium, Murray. KY.Both teams come into this
Cesarone to Arnold Grier pass from 50 yards on the game's final play.
matchup after impressive wins last week. Murray State gained a conAKRON (2-1,5-2) at TENNESSEE TECH (1-2, 1-6) 1:30 p.m.((ST),
ference win by downing Southwest Missouri, 36-21 as QB Kevin Sisk
Tucker Stadium, Cookeville, TN. Akron did not play last week but
passed for 229 yards. Eastern Kentucky used its ground game to down
Tennessee Tech did, and snapped a 17-game losing streak, longest
Western Kentucky, 51-21, as Elroy Harris rushed for 144 yards and
in Division I, with a 29-6 blowout of Morehead State. Eddie Hayward
2 TDs to go along with James Crawford's 138 yards and two scores.
rushed for 117 yards and three touchdowns,Tim Maybin intercepted
With both teams battling for possible playoff berths and national ranktwo passes and returned one for a TD,a blocked punt was recovered
ings neither can afford a loss and expect further postseason considerafor another score and so forth as the Golden Eagles came up with
tion. The recent history of this series seems to show that the first team
six turnovers enroute to its first win since the final game of the 1983
to score three touchdowns will be the winner. The home team has
season. This game will match two of the OVC's best rushing teams,
also won the last three meetings. EKU won last year, 27-14, Murray
Tech averaging 243.7 yards per game to rank first, and Akron's 224.6
State the year before, 23-10 and the Colonels the year before that, 21-20,
mark ranking third. Akron's Mike Clark leads the OVC in rushing
on their way to an undefeated season and national championship.
at 143 yards per game while'ITU's Eddie Hayward is second at 106.8.
From 1977 through 1081 the winning team scored 24 points each year.
Tech's biggest problem in preparing for this matchup will be how to
In the series history, which dates back to 1929, Eastern holds a 23-17-4
replace both goal posts, torn down last week in a victory celebration.
edge.
Akron is eyeing a possible I-AA playoff berth. The two teams have
KENTUCKY STATE (0-8) at AUSTIN PEAY (3-4). 1:30 p.m.(CST),
metfour times, all since 1981, and Akron has won each time including
Municipal Stadium, Clarksville, TN. Austin Peay came oh-so-close
a 17-0 win last season.

Central
Shopping Center
11%
(next to Kroger)

753-7670

(MOSIER
S. 12th
753-7114

09441
e
MARY ANN ANDERSON,D.V.M.
404 S. 12th St.
753-7986
Small Animal Medicine
& Surgery
24 Hour
SOUTh
Emergency
Service
'
,41

-

Your authorized Dealer for
Xerox copy machines &
Xerox Memory Writers and
supplies.

TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS,INC.

MURRAY MOLD
& DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping,
Dies, Plastic and Die Cast Molds,
Precision
Machining and
Welding.

We're Proud to

Support the Racers

Industrial Road
759-4851
Loyd E. Hinton

Jerry B. Duncan

••••

•
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Events...(Cont'd from page 3)

f,IT

Monday, Nov.4
Parents meeting of
Murray Aquatic Club
will meet at 7 p.m. in
Community Room,
North Branch of
Peoples Bank. For information call 753-3860.
---Executive Board of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at-11:30 a.m.
at club house.
--Lottie Moon Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at home of Opal
Howard.
---Calloway County
Homemakers will be
selling cookbooks at
downtown branch of
Bank of Murray and
downtown branch and
north branch of Peoples
Bank.
---Adult Learning
Center of Murray State
will coucut an ACT
preparation course for
adults from 9 a.m. to
noon and 1 to 3 p.m. in
center, Room- 206,
Stewart Stadium. For
information call
762-6971.
---Quad State Choral
Festival Concert will

Fraaces Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1985
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
flAt
There seem to be some problems
on the home front, requiring a
changed perspective. Avoid arguments with those close to you.
TAURUS
(Apr 20 to May 20)
Pit
Though you have difficulty making
yourself understood in business,
you'll enjoy perfect understanding
with.a partner. 'GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
For you this is a work day. You'll
have the chance to solidify your
position. Avoid reckless spending or
other extravagance.
CANCER
(Jt?..to July 22)
PIE
ThteR.'s some tension at home
today; with the possibility of an
argument. Pleasurejaursuits are your
best bet for equanimity.
LEO
tJuly 23 oa Attig,.22)_
You're ea.sily agitated today and
should seek low-key activities.
Tackle those chores around the
house you've been putting off.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) .
If you can keep yourself from
fighting with friends about money,
you'll have a good time today. Be
realistic in romance__
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
You're liable to bite off more than
you can handle careenvise today. A
more considered approach to opportunities is needed.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
-.Advice received now may be
misleading. You are your own best
counselor today. Hold fast to your
convictions.

I

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
ffie
The accent is on saving money and
protecting credit. A friend's request
for a loan probably should be turned
down.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Sometimes you're singlerninded in
your approach to career and this
obsession can prove annoying to
close ties today. Socialize.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Don't throw in the towel at the first
sign of difficulty: Perseverance wins
out today. You must keep trying.
PISCES •
maw
slow
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Time is on your side regarding an
intimate matter. Don't be impatient.
Taking adventurous risks is not
recommended for today.
YOU BORN TODAY are sensitive
with creative talents. Sometimes you
have difficulty choosing between a
practical and an idealistic career,
„though there is no reason why you
can't combine both. you can be
temperamental and you do not
always let others know what's on
your mind or in your heart.

A

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service No.ember I.
11166
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report In
dunes 4 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 746 Est. 1100 Barrows a Gilts 50
lower Sows Steady .36 Meter
US Ii 210-140 Lbs.
1144.011-44.341
l'S 12 200-210 Lbs.
143.06-44.00
l'S 2-3 210-230 Lbs.
143.30-44.00
US 3.4 250-270 Lbs.
142.50-43.30
Sows
US 1-2 270360 Lbs.
$34.50- 36.50
US 1.3 300-430 Lbs
$34.1034.00
US 1-3 4311-340 Lbs.
1136.00 38.00
US 1-3 Over 304 Lbs.
130.00-41.10
US 2-3 3005110 Lbs.
033.00-34.46
Boars $30.01432.30

SEE YOUR DIAMONDS
REMOUNTED
.
.,k1FIILE YOU
WAIT
JEWELERS

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake

Open Fridays, Saturdays & Sundays

Stock Market

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

By Abigail

Van Buren

LOUISVILLE, Ky. Logan Leader, 7,000,
(AP) - A New. York both in Russellville.
media chain has purThe price was not
chased four Kentucky disclosed.
weekly newspapers, inRoy. Park, president
cluding one in London, of the Ithaca,
owned by publisher Al N.Y.-based company,
Smith.
said he planned no perPark Communica- sonnel changes. Park
tions Ilk. announced Communications owns
Wednesday it had pur- .77 other publications, 14
chased the London radio stations and seven
Sentinel-Echo, circula- television stations and
tion 10,500; the Leit- operates in 19 states.
chfield News-Gazette., • Smith's publishing
7,000; and the News- companies had a record
Democrat, 7,200, and 83 million in gross sales
for the year ending June
30, Smith said. He will
head Park's Kentucky.
subsidiary.
"It was the most profitabreyear -vie have and
it was the biggest sales
year we have had,"
Smith said. He declined
to reveal the profit.

Woman Follows Letter Trail
Into Lover's Littered Past
DEAR ABBY: I have been living
with a man for two years. I'm 20 and
he's 29. We both know we want to
get married eventually. He was my
first and only lover. He told me that
I was the first girl he ever loved and
he was a vilyin before he met me. I
found that hard to believe, but I did
believe him.
Recently, while home alone, I accidentally came across some letters he
had received from various women. I
read them and learned that he had
lived with at leasttwo other women
and had a love relationship with a
third. This would tiot have bothered
me sb much, if he had not told me
otherwise:When I would ask him about his
past, he said he didn't have anythat I %Vas his first love.
I feel so hurt and betrayed. I feel
the need to do something, but I want
your input before I do something
rash. I love him very much and don't
want to ruin my future with him.
What is your advice?
BETRAYED

5--

Westside to
hear speakers

Missionaries will
speak in World Mission
Conference in cooperation with Blood River
Baptist _Association at
Westside Baptist
Church, North 15th
COMING TO
MY-PER-VIEW NOVEMBER 1 Street, Murray.
Speakers will be as
PAY
follows: the Rev. Robert
J. Covington, Fulton, at
To See The 10:50 a.m. and the Rev.
No. 1 Comedy Steve Hussung, Monof all times call: tana, at 6 p.m. on Sunday; Dr. Joe W. Bruce,
Nashville, Tenn., on
MURRAY
Monday, the Rev. Paul
White of McAuthor,
Ohio, on Tuesday, and
the Rev. Jesse Sebas1141-Air Cent*,
tam, Stanford, on
733.2003
• Wednesday, all at 7 p.m.
AL.

DEAR BETRAYED: You may
have accidentally come across
some personal correspondence,
but you deliberately read it.
(That you should not have done.)
You owe him an apology for
violating his privacy, and he
owes you an explanation of why
he felt it necessary to present
himself as a virginal lover.
Now that you know he is capable of deception and he knows
that you are capable ofsnooping,
chalk it up to a good learning
experience, and don't turn your
back on each other. Good luck.

fetVadalialow

Featuring Fresh Catfish Fillets &
Broasted Chicken
Closed for Season December 2nd

436-5496

Savmps based on 88 annual Percentage rate as 14 5 over 48 months on a
$1 2.000 note 88 annual percentage rate
web approved crectot on all retail delnienes before Nov 2, Dealer part.ctoafion rosy anect cost

israsairs
OMNI

Cash-beck assented by dealer on S-Trucks, Custom
Deluxe. Silverside Trucks Al Scottsdale Trucks

S-10 PICKUPS!
\

FULL-SIZE TRUCKS!

CASH BACK ENDS NOVEMBER 5th!SO HURRY!
PURCHASE
.AREA
MUIR

r

44verVreala.:1.'

-

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet, nc.

Murray

753-2617

DEAR ABBY: When I call a person on the telephone and hear,
"Hello, I can't come to the phone
right now, but if you will leave your
name and message, blab, blah,
blah-and don't start talking until
you hear the beep," I get so rattled
that when I hear the beep, I forget
my own name and telephone number, so I hang up. I am just not
prepared to make a recording.
Am I some kind of weirdo? Or are
there other people like me?
HATES MACHINES

vw4

WIPP

S. 12th Street

DEA R OFFENDED: Although
your stepdaughter is to be commended for wanting to remember her mother at this time, this
is not the way to do it. Ask xpur
husband to tell Alice. The Mrm
that you prefer is proper. The
other is not.

iloW OPE
oltipitLD'S

11•••

OW

INFENNS'YLVANIA

*

WITH 8.8% FINANCING ON THESE 1985 CHEWS!

And Get
$300 CASH BACK
On Chevy S-10 Pickups,S-Blazers
& Full-Size Trucks!

Abby, Alice's mother died three
years ago, and although I understand her wish to remember her
mother, I am "Mrs. Johnson," and I
would be extremely offended by the
above form.
I think the following form should
be used:
Mr. and Mrs. John Johnson
anirounce the marriage
of his daughter,"Alice"
etc.
Would you advise me to convey
my feelings to Alice? Should I ask
my husband to do it? Or should I
just let it go?
OFFENDED

DEAR HATES: You are not
alone. Trust me.Since you know
you have this hang-up (no pun
DEAR ABBY: My stepdaitghter, intended),
write your name and
with whom I have always had a
phone number on a piece of
good relationship, married recently_
paper and tape it to your telein a small ceremony (no family
phone.
members present).
My husbana(her father)suggested
***
that we send printed announcements
of her marriage. She agreed and
(Is your social life in a slump? Lonely?
suggested this format, which I find
Get Abby's updated, revised and exunacceptable:
panded booklet, "How to Be PopuMr. John Johnson
lar"—for people of aBages. Send your
and Mrs. Johnson (in loving
name and address cicarly printed with
a check or money order for 82.50 and a
memory)
long,stamped (39 cents)self-addressed
announce the marriage
envelope to: Dear Abby, Popularity,
of their daughter,"Alice"
P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
etc:
90038./

CABLE
VLS1eN

SAVE $16001

S-BLAZERS:

INVESTMENTS

841% .
/
1
4
Induntrial Average
+ 7.00
Goodyear
+7/,
I.B.M.
Air Products
1302/4
-%
MX
,
Apple Computer
18% +44
Jerrie°
22/
1
4 +44
American Telephone
21 +%
Kmart
33% unc
48% .
/
1
2
Mays a Stratton
JCPenney
24% -X
48 +44
Chrysler
Penwalt
36/
1
4 + 1/4
11% .%
Cracker Barren
Quaker Oats
56/
1
2 unc
Dollar
Store
Gen.
Scientific-Atlanta
20%
unc
10 -1
/
4
AA and Al-Anon will
15 +1/4
Sears
34/
1
4 unc
have closed meetings at Morahan
I
13
/
1
2 unc
Texaco
8 p.m. at First Christian E-Z-ran Inc.
38/
1
2 -1
/
4
47 +1
/
2
Time Inc.
55% + 1/2
church, Benton. For In- Ford
0
/
1
4 +44
U.S.Tobacco
31% -1
/
4
formation call 753-0061, Formes Group
Wal-Mart
4054 -%
26% •%
762-3399, 753-7764 or GA.".
•
General Motors
671/4 +1,4
Wendy's
15% unc
753-7663.
GenCorp,
Inc
C.E.F.
53%
Yield
737
+44
- - -31 -1
/
4
Open university/com- Goodrich
munity program on
A.I.D.S. will be
presented from -1 to 4
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
p.m. in Curtis Center
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
Stables, Murray State
University. There is no
charge and for information call 762-4581. - ------ •
---Murray Babysitting
Coop will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway Public
Library. This is open to
all interested persons.

GHeST
BUSTERS

Cypress Springs Restaurant

Off Hwy. 121

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Sved Vilogorac will
presents free lecture on
-Yugoslavia Today"
7:80 p.m. in Barkley
Lecture Room, Currie
Center. Murray State
University.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at A p.m.
at Golden Pond visitor
Center.

"BACK AGAIN
TO SAVE
THE WORLD"

dortip*--

Owners Louie and Sue Williams
Located approximately
South 15 miles south of Murray.

Monday, Nov.4
Monday, Nov.4
Hazel and Douglas
Kentucky Barkley
Centers will be open Bass 'n' Gals will meet
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 7 p.m. at The Boston
for activities by senior. Tea Party.
citizens.
----

London firm buys papers

COMING TO OUR
MURRAY STORE
CALL 753-7695
FOR APPOINTMENT
NOVEMBER 12
I
4&41&41&4&444&46.

-

Monday. Nov.4
begin at 7 p.m. in Curris
Center ballroom, Murray State University.

Monday, Nov.4
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

!'

*Vacuums
•Power Sprayers
*Towels
•Wax

Conveniently
Located on 641 S.
Next to

AMMIIIIMMOlowww,
01•11••••••1100,
..
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OUTDOOR LIFE

Mrray Ledger 8r Times

Angler to be in two events
A Murray angler is
scheduled to be a part of
two upcoming national
women's bass fishing
events.
First, Jeanette
Storey, of 2223 Edinborough Drive, Murray,
will join 30 other of the
nation's top women bass
fishermen in Winter
Haven, Fla. for the
Classic to be held
November 11-15, after
which she will join 33 of
the nation's best in the
1985 Bass 'n Gal Classic
Women's World Championship of bass fishing
in Texas on the Sam

Rayburn Reservoir,
November 17-23.
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Bass championship to be held

fisherman in the United
States.
Contenders in the
event are allowed to
weigh-in five fish per
day, per contender, and
each day of the event,
each contender will be
paired with a member
of the national media
who will be in attendance to cover the
event.
Storey is married to
Charles Storey and the
couple have two
children, Chuck and
Teresa. As a housewife,
Storey spends about 100
days a year fishing.

Some lucky bass weekend fishe
rmen. American competitors
fisherman will walk The most notabl
e is with fully equipped,
away from the Red Man three -time
Bass special edition Ranger
All American Bass Masters Classi
c titlist bass boats.
Championship on Rickey Clunn
of MonThe Red Man All
November 9 with a tgomery. Texas.
American Bass Chamcheck for $100,000 in his
Most of the fishermen, pionship is the culmin
apocket.
though, are "working tion of a 15-division
tourLuck, however, pro- men." Grigsby runs
a nament (six events per
bably won't determine biological pest
control division) with tourthe winner of this service. His compa
ny naments • Winning in
Storey will then blast
prestigious bass cham- has developed
a bug February tnd ending in
off November 19 from
pionship. The field of 39 that eats bugs.
Also September.
the Twin Dikes launch
anglers is strong, and among the
competitors
The tqp 7 fishermen
pad with the other 32
Lake Havasu is a for- are engineers,
home from ea'ivision adcontenders in search of
midable opponent. Only builders, studen
ts and vanced to one of three
largemouth bass and
the most skilled fisher- car dealers.
Red Man Regional
national recognition as
Monk Hendon is pictured above..atter being
man will win; and there
nam'They enjoy the Red Classics,,from which
the best women's bass
ed the Murray Bass Club (lassie's
at
are
plenty of those.
Top Ten
Man Tournament Trail lettst-L_ a dozen
anglers
Points Winner for 1985-fish with an observ
Among the par- because its 90 divisi
er.
onal' emerged as All
ticipants will be defen- tournaments
are close American qualifibrs.
ding All American to home, held only
on
In 1986, the Red Man
champion Shaw Grigsby Sunday. require
a mere Tournament Trail exof Gainesville, Fla. $50 entry fee per
event pands to serve
The Red Man Tourna- Missouri); 4) Colorado with
Grigsby. 28, feels that and return 105
prize money and
percerble'fishermen from coast to
ment Trail expands in River (southern Califorqualifying to return to of the fees to the top
merchandise valued at
per- coast with 120 divisional
1986 to serve weekend nia/Arizona/southern
the championship, was cent of each field.
105 percent of the entry
tournaments.
bass fishermen across Nevada) and, 5)
difficult enough, let
During practice on
fees returned to the top
To enter a Red Man
the country.
alone
winning it again.
Western (northern 10 percent of each
November 5-6, All tournament in
field.
1986, call
"It's a natural pro- California).
"I qualified for two American qualifi
The top 24 anglers
ers will or write Operation Bass,
gression," said Mike
region
als this year by scout for the hot spots
Anglers from any after six events in each
on Rt. 2, box 74B, GilbertWhitaker, president of nearby states can comfishing in both the Lake Havasu.
divison, based on a
Practice svile, Kentucky, 42044.
Operation Bass. "We've pete in those divisions.
Bulldo
g and Gator Divi- days help the .angle
system of pounds and
rs Telepho,ne ( 5021
been doing a lot of growsions," Grigsby said. "I discover patter
Whitaker was a tour- points,advance to one of
ns and 362-4880.
ing in our six years."
didii't
do anything in the lures that produce
nament fisherman a four Regional Classics.
the
Sponsors of the Red
The Red Man Tpurna- half-dozen years ago. More
first regional in Arkan- most fish.
than $200,000 in
Man -Tournament Trail
ment Trail currently But fishing took a heavy
sas.
That
put a lot of
After a day of res on include Red Man
cash and marc ndise
Chewserves nearly the entire toll on his job, wallet
pressure on me at the Thursday, Novem
prizes will be cht.jded
ber 7, ing Tobacco; Chevrolet
eastern halfof the U.S., and time spent with his
second
one in Georgia.
the fishermen get down Trucks; DuPont
among the top
Stren
and will stretch from family. He dreamed of
"The chances.of winn- to business.
ctured above are the winners in the Murra
finishers in each
They'll Line: Evinrude Motors;
y
coast to coast .in 1986. weekend, single -,day
ing
the All American leave at dawn on
Bass Club Points Tournament, below
regional.
Friday Exide Batteries; FenBarkley
Expansion is slated fo tournaments with „low
two years in a row have and Saturday, the
But the big prize is the Dam. From right, Gary Marquardt won first
com- wick Rods and Tackle
the upper Midwest, the entry fees and sizeable
got
to be very slim, but petition days, and
place with a 13 lb. 1402. bass; Gary Jenkin
trip those 48 fishermen
• Boxes; Firestone Tire
s
took
Plains states, the cash prizes.
this is anybody's tourna- retuin for weighmake to the -1986 Red second place with a five lb. four oz. bass; Carlos
in at and Rubber; Minn Kota
Southwest and the West.
ment
to win," he said. midiafternoon.
That way fishermen Man All American Bass Black took third place with a three
Trolling Motors;
lb. 11 oz,
"I'm just happy fib qe
The number of Red could compete without Champ
bass; and Keith Black took fourth place
Competitors are Ranger Boats
ionship, where
with a
and
part
Man Tournament Trail the considerable exof this great bunch paired each practi
one lb. two oz. bass. Big bass was won
they'll compete for the
ce Hanger Trail Trailers..'oe
by Marof
divisions increases from pense and time needed
fisher
men."
and tournament day Ryobi Reels
$100,00 first place prize. quardt with a two lb. 14 oz. bass.
; ann.
15 to 20; the number of to follow the profesA couple of profes- with a media
This year's All
observer. Techsonic (Hummintournaments jumps sional circuits.
sional anglers are mix- The Red Man
American is scheduled
Tourna- bird Electronics and
from 94 to 125. A fourth
ed with this group of ment Trail provid
As operation Bass for Nov. 5-9 at Queen'
es All Mann's Bait).
s
regional classic will be president, Whitaker has
Bay Resort on Lake
added to accommodate overseen the circuit's Havas
u in western
qualifiers from the new growth from 13 tourArizona.
divisions
naments in 1980 to the
For information on
Expansion plans in- current schedule of 90 how
to join Operation
clude these five new events serving 29 states.
A free hunter educa- of the 29 states where
Bass and compete in the
bell. Attendance at all
divisions: 1) Michigan
The Red Man Tourna- Red Man Tournament
tion course will be held such certification
is re- tftree -sessions is re(Michigan/northern In- ment Trail in 1986 will
Nov.
6-8 from 6:30 to quired. Completion of
Trail, 'call or write
quired for certification.
diana); 2) Great Lakes be made up of six quali9:30 p.m. at Camp John this or a similar
Operations Bass, Rt. 2,
Any person, 10 years
hunter
(Minnesota/Wiscon- fying tournaments in
Currie
off U.S. 68 at education course is also of age or
box 74B, Gilbertsville,
older. who is
sin); 3) Plains each of the 20 divisions. Ky.,
Fairdealing.
42044. Telephone
a requirement for those Interested in the
(Nebraska/Kan- Each Sunday event
The
course, sponsored younsters participating shooting
(502) 362-4880.
sports or wants
sas/Iowa/Northern costs only $50 to enter,
by the Kentucky In the youth deer hunt
1985 sponsors of the
at to become a safe hunter
Depar
tment of Fish and Lang Between the is welcome
Red Man Tournament
to attend.
Wildlife Resources, will Lakes and hunters For additi
Trail include Red Man
onal informainclud
e classroom in- under 16 years of age at tion conta
Chewing Tobacco;
ct Brian
struction in firearm Ft. Knox and Ft. Camp- Bulloc
Chevrolet Trucks; Duk 753-9718.
safety
, sportsmanship,
Pont Stren Line;
ST. LOUIS (AP) — A State law requir
hunter ethics, first aid
es that Evinrude Motors; Ex4tiv
6-month -old raccoon animals be
and outdoor survival.
destroyed if ide Batteries; Fenwick
Pictured above are the winners in the Murra
named Morty under- they,can't beretu
y
The last session will
rned to Rods and Tackle Boxes;
Bass Club Points Tournament, at Cypress
went cataract surgery the wild, so the surger
Sprfeature actual range firy Firestone Tire and Rubings
Resort
.
From
right, Carlos Black won first
on both eyes to prepare was Morty's last
ing and practice with
chance ber; Minn Kota Trolling
place with a 16 lb. bass; Monk Hendon took
it for life in the for survival.
seboth firearms and arMotors; Ranger Boats;
cond place with a five lb. six oz. bass; Gary
Marwilderness.
It took two hours to Ryobi Reels; and
chery equipment.
quardt took third place with a five lb. bass; and
Morty was found in an remove fragmented
Those successfully
Techsonic (HumminDavid Cathey took fourth place with a four
lb.
attic in April and cataracts from Morty'
completing the course
s bird Electronics and
bass. Big bass was won by Hendon with a five
workers at the eyes, said
lb.
will receive safe hunter
Paul V. Mann's Bait).
six oz. bass.
Wilderness Rescue Belkin, a veteri
certificates valid in any
narian.
Center in St. Louis "Everything
•
went fine.
County noticed he was I felt that we fulfill
ed
sO
virtually blind, said our obligation and
gave
director Suzie Sutton. the animal a chance
."
Storey's participation
in each of the two events
documents her outstanding accomplishments
as a bass fisherman.
The two-day Florida
Classic will pit her
against some of the nation's best.

Tournament to

expand

Hunter- education course planned

Raccoon has cataract surgery
to prepare for life in the wild

Kenlake Marina
Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

KENTUCKY
)
LAKE
SAILS
Grand Revers Yaciu Harbor
Boat Rentals
*Sailboats *Ski *Pontoon
*Fishing Boats
382-8206
Hwy.453, Grand Rivers
382-8201
IkV

Where "Service Is Our Business"

Boat, Motor, Ski &

411

Pontoon Rentals

appy Holiday Travel Inc4:1,

Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
all
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake )
DON McClURE

GRAYSON NIcClURE

1 . 2 Miles From Murray On 94E.;
Telephone 502-753-6116 ;
tA:1E:E-t-t.-VE..k-E.*..lek.‘-‘*-*..*-‘.1k-t.illk.ik.e•

Your U-Haul Headquarters
Hwy.641 South

Rt. 1 Hardin (502)474-2245 or 474-2211, Ezt 171

• V.

753-9131

t*.E.C.A.*...1EI,•

4-kNA-56.5
1-4
1
,

Boyer s
Tree Service

Pittman
Wheel
Alignment

753-0338

•Dry Storage in Wet Slip •No Weight on
Docks
•For Private or Commercial Docks • A
Clean Boat
Conserves Fuel and Retains Value

Topping, Deadwooding, Hedg
Trimming, Complete Removal
Pesticide Treatment, Surgery
Seasoned Firewood.

BOAT AIRLIFT & DOCK CO.

•Fidly Insured

Cypress Creek, New Concord. Ky.(502)4
36-2213

For All Your
•.....
Taxidermy
'
Nee
ds
70

Wallace's Taxidermy
"Yaw ....,Pitlitittia; Is Our Satisfaction"

Deer Mount Specialists
Coles Campground Road
Murray
753-6491

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

.A)

411

On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boot?
*Bass Hawk Boots
•Authorized Evinrude
Soles & Service

We Install Automotive Glass SO
and Have a Complete
Automotive Machine Shop!
We Also Make Hydraulic
Hoses. 753-4563 512 S. 12th

tA.A_EVE.E.A.E.E_t_t_t_t_t_EIE.11*._t_IE.E.

.1

410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779

• ....111%..E.E.E.

T4;
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Winners

Contest

First Place
Joyce McDonaid

$50.00

Second Place
Richela Carson

$30.00

Third Place
Rhonda Murphy

Pat Mullets

Joe Smith

ELECTROL1-SIS
Murray's Only
Complete Rental
Store!

Permanent Hair Remo% al
*Facial Hair.
Arms. Legs. co.

I or Free
Con*ulatation
Call

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone (502)759-4080

753-8856

$20.00

We repair
alternators, starters,
& generators for cars,,
trucks, tractors &
imports.

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS, INC.
641 North
605 Maple
733-7771

753-4424

It's the
people at
Peoples
that make
the difference
Sandra Marr

Richard Vanover

•sholder
*sandwich

"For those you love...
crafted by those who care."

Member FDIC

HERITAGE
MONUMENT COMPANY
317 N. 4th Murray

759-1333

SATURDAYSPECIAL
5 Movies
+ a VCR rental
Jim Egbert

Ghostbusters Is Here!
Over 2000 Movies In Stock!

"Satisfied customers are our
main concern"
Purdom Motors, Inc.

Our progress depends
on you!

*Dinners
*pound
*ribs
*Custom Bar-B-Qing

OUR PEOPLE OM.

Convenient Drive Through window
Catering Service
Open 7 Days A Week
Ti's Bar-B-Cl
Chestnut St. Murray 753-0045

Clark Clothing
Introduces a new
way of doing business
in Murray. Bringing
you top quality name
brand and designer
menswear fashions at
everyday low
discount prices
Jim 'Clark,
s
'You now save on every item, everyday. You
don't have to wait for a sale at Clark Clothing.

Corduroy Sport Coats
Reg. $89 Now $49
Famous Maker Suits. Reg. $140 Now $89.95
Leather Coati
Reg. 050 No* $89.95

•Commercial
and residential
electrical
supplies
Mark Whiten

Decorative Bulbs

2.99c
Reg. $1.03 each
25, 40 & 60 Watt
Good thru

Irse our convenient layaway. Visa or Mastercard

CLARK CLOTHING
753-7670

Richard A. Price

121 By-Pass (Next to Showcase)
Murray
753-3557

ilitt9. 28th

Pitken's
1918 C
li
Iokeaeri
j

11715E822
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Who's Who Among Murray Business
We Buy,
Sell and
Trade,
New and
4i Used
lute Hutson
Handguns, Shotguns and
Rifles. We also sell
Ammunition.

'
YEARS °F
SAVINGS

r.-••- _

5 pursngsaw!
savirl9
Aiwwversio T

OUr 231V

Laura McConnell

Vicki Shipp@

Thanks for your
support during our
23rd Anniversary
Celebration!

We invite Everyone To Visit
Our Salono1Which Features
Individual Booths To Insure
Our Customer's Privacy!

Serving Lunches Daily
Hot or cold Sandwiches,
French Fries, Chili and White Beans.

Phone For Appointment 753-2266

Uncle Willie's
Trading Post
641 S. at Midway

WAI:MART

We Carry
A Complete
Line Of
Redken
Products

641 N.*Centrei Center

el Head Quarters

WALTMART

Family Hair Care Center

753-7663

715 S. 12th

753-2266

First Place Joyce E. McDonald
111113BUIGH
Terry's' Paint
& Decorating
Murray's
4•••

PAIN

T

Most Complete
Decorating Center

Nancy Overby

James Delaney

Terry's Is designed to meet all of your painting
end decorating needs with:
'Interior & Extenor Pants
*Wall Coyenngs-snno ond Vn, Cavod
_ *Draperies-Window fashions
'Upholstery Top Treatments

'Paint Accessories
'Vinyl Flooring
oCorpering
*loll-line of Window Treatments

Terry's Paint and

Decorating Center
Southside Shopping Center
Murray

753-3321

Royce Harris

Family Steak House

411PPV

*Home Owned And Operated
*U.S.D.A. Choice Steaks Cut
Fresh Daily
*Daily Lunch And Dinner Specials
*40 item Salad Bar With Soup
*10% Senior Citizen Discounts
*Banquet Or Meeting Room For
70 People

753-0440
12th St.

Sun.-Thurs. 11-9 p.m
Fri.-Sat. 11-10 p.m.

e Fall Decorations
'Fresh Pure Apple
Cider
*Raw, Fitrderci
and Salted
Peanuts
'Dried Fruits

We have
what you

need for
Yard Work
and Hobbies
...Mowers
..•Chainsaws

Trains

,,

'Barn

LL SEASON'S
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
753-4110
205 N. 4th Murray

9-6 Mon.-Sat. Closed Sun.
.

Murray

Bel An. Center

408 N. 12th

Blowers
./Lawn Trimmers
Rockets
& More

753-8214

Second Place Richela Carson
Two 8 Oz. U.S.D.A.
Chopped Sirloin
Dinners and
Salad Bars
ONLY
LA!
'
Darlene Estop

•

Printed Apparel

8.99

Wring garden

Theresa Wicker

HOffinant

Keith Williams

Sweats*Jackets*Caps

Visit Your

*Silkscreening*Monogramming
*Lettering *Personalize & Appliques

starts now
Don't miss Spring this Fall.
Its planting time for tulips,
hyacinths, daffodils, and other bulbs.
Imported from Holland.

1 mile 94 East
759-4512

Looking for
carefree
transportation?

Monograms

HOMETOWN FORD

Custom License Plates
& Buttons
ach dinner includes Our Deluxe 8 oz
S p A Chopped Sirloin Steak, served with
your choice of large Baked Potato Or French
nes and Texas Toast
pots good for all members of your par.
y. Not valid when ised in conjunction with
- ny other coupon or discount otter Tax
yable by bearer
OFFER EXPIRES November S, 1985 South

Hours
Mon.-Fri. 9-5
Wed. 9-9
Sat. 10-2

tiI

New Location
514 Main
Murray
753-7743

PARKER FORD
701 Main, Murray

753-5273

Now Taking Christmas Orders

12th Street

Third Place Rhonda Murphy

•

100 Off
All Systems
With This
Ad.

For all your
commercial
or
residential
building
needs
'Lumber
'Plywood
'Roofing
*Windows
'Doors
and much more

A

Stop In and See Us Today

1

Rikliman
-Norsworthy
LUMBER COMPAMY,INC.
500 S 4th Murray
SIOIC HOW% 7 5 Mon

Fri C US.'

‘\......
...
... z.....
./
,../

763-6450

641 South
Holiday Inn
Murray

ROY'S

Complete 10 Ft. Systems.

Discount Pharmacy

Starting at

Every Day Low
Prescription Prices
_*-• OiyinTai Pfaus
504-N. i2th st.
Murray

1

Rt

-" 753-2380

v4,175111111180
.
•11

ess

a
.
Bernie Henderson

•

Empdme 11 6 85

George Chu

Open 7 days a week
6 a.m.-10 p.m.

1300 Installed.

Robert's Electronic

Sales and ,Serlitce of
Satellite Systems
mated in rear of Vereton's Western Wear
713 S. 12th (811 S.)
753-7788
Open Mon.-Thurs, 10-6, Fri. 8 Sat. 10-7

onivroviewielo:••

Hong
Kong
Restaurant

vowoweINION11111k
.•

Mon-Sat Lunch Special 11:00-2:00

Every Sunday Chinese & American
Buffet 11:30-2:00
For Carry Out Call 753-4488

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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CLASSIFIEDS
12 Months
Interest Free
Financing
Goodyear
Passenger Tires;

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
be
in
our
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

BEAUTYREST
by Simmons

9" Per Sol

From $21

Magnavox T.V.'s,

Only At

Whirlpool
Appliances.
Only At
RUDOLPH

CRASS
FURNITURE

GOODYEAR

Olds Pont Cad Bowl

753-0595

We Rent Chainsaws
& Log Splitters
753-8201

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER
Has
Heavy Duty
Mufflers For

5

Lost

6

Help

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to Previous Puzzle
ACROSS .

40 Metric
771158sUre

1 Absent
.5 Neckpiece
'8 South African
Dutch
12 Father
13 Ordinance
14 She. Fr
15 EOreaty
16 Macaw
17 Average
18 Begins
20 Feel sorry for
22 In no way
23 Pigeon pea
24 Reasons
27 Russian plain
31 River island
32 Lamprey
33 Surgical saw
37 Breed of
chicken
1
12

2

25

56

ill

UU

33

53

7 Honors
8 Place for
worship
1 Snakes
9 Toward
2 Languish
shelter
10 Wolfhound
10 11
3
4
ill 6
7
8
9
11 Period of
fasting
19 Pedal digit
14
21 Dine
Id
24 Household
I6UU
pet
25 Ventilate
19
20 21
26 Southwestern
Indian
28 Fondle
27
28 29 30
29 Edible seed
30 Shade tree
32
34 Ached
• 35 Skill
36 Wanted
34 35 36
37 38 39
37 Prohibited
38 Arabian
41
40
garment
39 Irritate
45
46
44
42 Dudes
1148
43 Sacred image
44 River in Africa
5051R
111RRR 46 Rip
55
47 Facial
features
il
id
48 Otherwise
51 Anglo-Saxon
II
money
3 Region
4 Longs for
5 Explosions
6 Paddle

UUUU

31

49

13E1 Eliill3MMILI

Elia E
M
HIDE
SHARP
RBI
SHIRK
EMIS
MU
FEINT
SEES
EXPIRE
EERIER
DEANS
DENSE

iUUU

RU,e

42

DA

!DU

UUU

15

24

41 Presidential
nickname
42 Having limits
45 Baby's
plaything
49 Norse god
50 Click beetle
52 Lime tree
53 European
54 Before
55 Turns around
track
56 Winter
vehicle
57 Father
58 Gaelic

LURID
BEETS
UNREAL
TERETE
LA
RAGE
MA IOU
SAM
AGE
UELLS
UTAID
SLAMS
PENNANT
SPUR
EARS

43

PANELING! Paneling
Paneling! Lbts of colors $5.45 and up. Mid-South
Wholesale Building, 342
East Washington: Paris;
901-642-2552.
COSMETOLOGY by
,LaDora. Perms individually formulated.
753-0658. 10-5. closed
Sat.
NOW avaikible- Inspirational books by
Dobson, Schuller. La
Hoye. Janette .0ke, The
Love Come Softly series
& much more. Excellent for gifts. Available
at Big Johns.
TODDLER Day Care
has openings for infants
& toddlers. Ky. license.
Call 753-2555.

PHOTO
ENLARGING
5x7 Only

1 75

8x10 Only $395
Up To Poster Size
20x28
In Store
One Hour Servize
And Complete

PROCESSING
With Individual
And Personal
Attention

RU

RU

iiiiiURU

ONE HOUR PHOTO
inside

CRASS
FURNITURE
103 S. 3rd
Downtown Murray

753 3621

WHAT 5 THAT HE 5
607 WITH HIM?

9.

Retail

Clothing

Store

Job Watch:
msu is participating
in a new program entitled the MSU Dislocated
Workers Project. This

project is jointly sponsored by MSU and the
Kentucky Cabinet for
Human
Resources.
Designed to assist
citizens of west Kentucky who, through no
fault of their own are out
of work. This is a Title III
JTPA Federally funded
program.
The University has an
opportunity to work with
participants, screen participants, assess participants, and make
knowledgeable decisions about who, from
the program, would be
the better referrals for
jobs in the area.
Advantages of the
an
program
from
employers view: OnThe-Job Training-The
program will pay 50% of
employees wages while
in training, some participants qualify for Tax
Credit.
•••

aggressive

partthrough
time
Christmas - permanent position possible. Send resume
to P.O. Box 550
Murray, Ky. 42071
by Friday, Nov. 8.

lady to work

ARTIST'S models,
temporary part-time,
salary $5.00 per hour.
Experience and artistic
sensativity preferred.
Work will be assigned
according to need for
models for Spring
semester, 1986. Contact
Art Department,
Murray State University. 502-762-3784.
EOEMF.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience,, no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope: Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce. Fl. 33482.
LEGAL secretary paralegal. Challenging
position. Computer &
accounting skills required. Law office experience & shorthand
helpfUl. Submit resume
to: P.O. Box 1040.L,
Murray, Ky.
LUMn.ER yard foreman for retail building
materials business.
Must have experience.
Call 759-1390 for appointment, ask for
Steve.
MANAGER: food service degree in the field
preferred. Proven experience will be considered. Candidate
should- -possess' good
marketing skills and be
willing to work evenings
& weekends. Contact
Joe Dyer, Director of
Food Service, Murray
State University. 502762-4179 or 762-6990.
EOEMF

Wanted - Job 'position
with an assembly line.
Experience in packaging and operating
machinery. Female,
bright, energetic, an
asset in any company.
A-10
22 year old male desires
job as body man in a full
service body shop.
Would like to do factory
assembly work, experienced and dependable, eager to work.
A-16
•••
Bookkeeper: Female, experienced typist with
shorthand capabilities.
Operate different types
of business machines
and programs such as
payroll, insurance programs, purchasing, inventory control, billing,
and invoicing. Full-time
position desired.
A-8
•••
Auto-Mechanic: Exauto
perienced
mechanic and instructor. Also experienced
painter, and can drive
A-4
wrecker.
•••

WANTED
/
SALESPERSON
COSMETIC
DEPT.

ma AMOUNT OF
kONEWORK YOU
HAVE IS IN DIRECT
PROPORTION TO TRE
NUMBER OF GOOD TV
SHOWS ON THAT SIGI-IT

GEE, I Wl5H WE
COULD GET BETTER
RECEPTION ON
THE TEL EVI5ION

Excellent working
conditions & fringe
benefits. Prefer experience. Apply
Ms. Shropshire,
Bright's, Court
Square.

HOW 20E6 IT
LOOK TO YOU?

I

LIKE
WHAT

SEE A
COUPLE OP
PRAWBACK5

Phone 762-6471
between
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Mon. through Fri.

WANTED, dental receptionist. Experience
in bookkeeping required. Apply in person,
104 N. 4th St., Suite-B.
WORLD Book 7 Child craft n,,eeds representatives in this
area. Call 753-5570.
YOUNG aggressive
computer businees expanding to Murray.
Accepting resumes for
managers and sales
people. Micro computer
experience necessary.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 685. Murray.
9. Situation

Situation Wanted

WILL rake leaves or do
odd jobs. Call Craig at
753-7526.

Wanted

Local
needs

Installed
200 N. 4th St.
Murray. Ky.
753-6001

and Found

LOT, 5 month old
Boxer Bull dog, tiger
stripe, white flea collar
& brown collar, named
"Tiger". Reward. Call
753-2905 or 435.4367
1.03T black Bank of
Murray deposit bag
containing checks,
credit cards & cash.
Call 753-4652. Reward
offered.

14. Want to Buy
1800 to 2000 SQ. ft., 3 BR,
2 bath, double garage,
in city limits. CaJI
753.6648.
NEED money for XMas? I buy most
anything- old furniture, glassware, etc. Call
753-3642 day, 753-5738
night.

15.

Articles for

Sale

1975 SEARS refrigera.
1"
tor, 3042" wide. 671
tall, green, ice maker.
excellent condition. $150
firm: Call 753-8950 before

Wanted

I will stay with elderly
day or night. Call
753-4590. I have good
references.
SEWING- alterations.
Al) types of tailoring.
House cleaning, ironing
and crocheting done
your way. Call Barbara
759-1836.
WILL do house clean.
ing. Experienced. De.
pendable. References.
Call 753-6043.
WILL rake leaves. Call
753-3111.

\

5G
)tisiL Blacktop Sealer 6. MidSouth Wholesale
Building: 342 East
Washington: Paris, 901642-2552.
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft.
refrigerator with textured steel door. only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear. 753-0595.

By GARY LARSON
c

,essSinic ate

IOU CAN'T t.iSE THE
50PA„PACVV...MIICES
COMING C7VEL2
ANC wE'LL.. ee

The Great Nerd Drive of '76

15. Articles for Sale
02- SHINGLES Select
group • $15.95 sq. MidSouth Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.
16. Home Furnishings
PINK beds, tables,
sofas, lamps, pictures,
lots of new and used
items. Mid -South'
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington; Paris;
901-642-2552.
SMALL amount will
hold any layaway item
of your choice for
Christmas. Big savings
on all recliners, easy
chairs, living room,
dining room & bedroom,
groups Carraway
Furniture, 105. N. 3rd,
753-1502.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear. 753-0595.
19. Farm

Equipment

LATE 1979 4400 John
Deere combine, excellent condition, kept in
shed. Call 502-642-2435
or 642-249L
20. Sports Equipment
I)P Shape Master exerciser, almost new, $80
firm. Call 753-7707.
NEW 32 cal. Rossi
revolver. $1113t Winchester model 1300 Defender 12 guage, $130.
Call 753-6533 after 5p.m.

SEASONED firewood.
oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods S30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Bower
753-0338.
gEE Murray Lumber
Co. for your plastic
drain and culvert pipe
12", 15", 18" diameter,
Murray Lumber Co.,
104 Maple. Call 753-3161.
SILVER Dollar Mobile
Home roof coating, 5
gal. pale $19.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tp.
TWO wood burning
stoves: King and Fisher.
1988:Cutlass Broughm 38,
000 miles. Call 4354454.
WHEEL Horse lawn
sweepers- light- medium & heavy duty- pull
type. Stokes Tractor,
Industrial Road, 753•
1319.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power, only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 7530595.
WICKS in stock for
kerosene heaters. 89
brands. 422 models.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN.
WOOD heaters, 25''
brick lined firebox, cast
iron door & grates,
deluxe cabinet with
lift-up cook surface top,
$299.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
2 6 . TV -Radio
25 COLOR T.V. Also,
75 gal. fish tank. Call
437-4437.

2 2 . Musical

27. Mobile 'Imes for Sale

MOUNTAIN Dulcimers
handcrafted from local
hardwoods. 436-2556
evenings

14x70 MOBILE home,
excellent condition,
underpinning & tie
downs included. Re•
duced to $11.000. Must
sell. Call 759-1854.
NEED room? 1976 New
Moon 14880 ft., 3
bedrms., 2 full baths,
central heat and air.
Call 753-2596 or 753-6296
after 4p.m.
-

24.

Miscellaneous

2 1969 CHEN . trucks for
parts. Front cap $125,
doors $25. rear end $50 &
other parts. Parts fit '67
thru '72. 753-8565.
BEAUTIFUL neutral
mink fur jairket, never
worn. $600. cost $1800.
Call 502-474-2317.
BLACK soft top for CJ7
Jeep, like new, used
once. $225 firm. Call
753-0689.
BRAND new Kenmore
washer, $250 Call 759.
CHAIN SAW DULL?
Keith will make your
saw cut good as new.
Stokes Tractor 753.1319.
CHROME dinnette
table with .6 chairs. $50.
Good used Lee Carpet,
12.x11'3", $20. Call 7538361 after 5p.m.
CLOSE out on Z:Brick
products, 50,; off while
supply lasts. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
Call 753-3161.
DIAMOND solitaire
ring, appraised at $350.
Ruby & diamond ring,
appraised at $700. Best
offer. Call 753-7737.
EXCELLENT wheel
chair, good condition,
cheap. Call 753-3534.
FIREWOOD. $25 a rick,
red oak & white oak.
Call 753.0659.
FREE vacuum bagger
with any new 100 series
Wheel Horse Mower.
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd., 753-1319.
HOLIDAY Inn is having
a remodeling sale.
drapes, bedspreads,
carpets, lamps. Call
753-5986 or come by and
ask for Tim Miller from
8a.m.-5p.m.
RENS Z'abinet & Wood
Working Shop. Custom
made furniture &
cabinets to fit your
need, gun cases, gun
racks & bow racks.
Estimates are given.
Orders are now bei
taken for Christmalt
Call`793.0834.
KEROSE14E heaters:
7200 BTU's $59.99. 14,600
BTU's $69.99. 20,000
BTU's $99.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
KITCHEN Cabinets,
vanities, marble tops.
Check our prices and
save. MidSouth Wholesale Building: 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.
MF424 GRAIN drill- 24
run- New. List $6246,
sell $4700- Oct. only.
Stokes Tractor, Industri4I Rd. 753-1319.
OAK & Hickory
firewood, you haul- $20
rick. Call 437-4829.
OAK & hickory for sale.
$25 delivered, $30 delive red Si stocked.
Phone 436-2904 or 4362548.
PICKUP TRUCK BED
MATS- RUBBER- all
sizes- DISCOUNT
PRICES so low, you
have -to come see for
yourself. Stokes Tractor
Co.. Industrial Rd. 753.
1319.
PICK up all your leaves
& grass clippings with
our new lawn vacuum.
Will fit most any riding
mower you may own'
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd.. 753-1319.
RAILROAD ties. 3
grades. V.
& $12 Call
753-2905 or 435-4343.
RED -la Va rock for
landscaping. 1 cu. ft.
per bag. $2.95 Farb.
Murray Lumber to.,
104 Maple,
REF(IC.:ERATOR,
good condition, re•
asonably priced. Also.
foam backed draperies.
extra nice. Call 750-9864
after 12.

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
12x65 MOBILE home, 2
BR. 2 full baths, central
gas heat', in city limits,
up to 3 people. Call
753-5405 after 5p.m.
2-13R mobile home, $100
deposit, $100 a month.
Call 753-5588
2 OR 3. -BR, - furnished,.
AC-natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
MOBILE home lots for
rent. Call 753-0611
NICE 2 BR trailer near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2611.
'TRAILER for rent or
sale, 12 mile from East
School. Call 436-2337.
30. Business Rentals

CREEK VIEW
SELF
STORAGE
Hwy. 641 N.
24 Hr. private entrance

753.6734
COMMERtIAL zone -Downtown Murray
location Brickblock building 2,600
quare feet. 2 Overhead
doors, office rooms' in
place, gas heat. new
roof, paved lot
170'x135' I, sprinkler
system. 209 South 7th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. phone
(502)753-4335.

Hendon's
Mini Storage
Business or Personol
Self-storing Units
Lights inside and out
-Easy Access-

73-7618
After 5:00 p.m.
31. Want to Rent
SMALL farm between
Murray & Benton, with
barn. Will take option to.
buy. Call 437-4789 or
382-2352 or write P.O.
Box 1040-E, Murray,
KY.
WANT to rent or buy
mobile home lot near
Call
University
759-1408.
WANT to rent a 3-4 BR
house or large apt. for
professor & family
starting in early Dec.
Call collect 317-463.2364.

32. Apts for Rent
1 & 2 BR apt. near
downtown Murray.
Adults only. Call 7534109, 762.6650, or 4362844
1 BEDROOM furnished
apt , $140 per month,
water furnished. 303 S.
6th Call 759-1843 or
753-5216.
1 BR apt., low utilities.
Nek pets please Call
753-'3949.
1 BR furnished apt/ air
conditioned. 'Boys
preferred.- No pets. 121
North, next to fair
groundj, 751 3139.
2 BR duplex with car
port, low utilities, quiet,
spacious, country liv
ing Call 753 7051 after
Sp m.
nice, large
BR apt., residential
area, near shopping
tenter. Couple or
graduate student
preferred. Private. Call
8a.m 5p.m 733 3415,
after 5p.m.. 7538156 or
753 7123.

rpRA

CLASSIFIEDS -0
32. Apts for Rent
2 BR apt. Etnbassy Apt,
$225 per month. 1 BR
apt. Cardinal Apt., $170
per month. Efficiency
apt. at Olive St. Apt.
$125 per month. Call
753-3530 after 5p.m.
NEW 2 BR, central heat
& air, refrigerator &
stove. No pets. Call
492-8634.
NICE 2 BR apt., ap
pliances furnished. No
pets. Adults only. Deposit irequired. 10 miles
on 121 S. 436-5401.
ONE bedroom apartment, near downtown
shopping area. Call 7539251 or 753-9662.
ONE bedroom apartment near downtown.
Gas or electric heat.
Call 753-4645 after 3p.m.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
34. Houses for Rent
2 BR duplex in Northwood Subdivision,
stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal,
washer-dryer hook-up,
carpet, central heat 81
air, carport, patio &
large 30x30 storage
building. Quiet couple
or single person. No
children. No pets. Deposit & references. $325
per month. Call
753-3018.
2 BR house, u n
furnished, large living
room, dining room,
fireplace, gas heat. No
pets. $300 per month.
713 Elm. C11 1-395-4756.
2 BR house in Country,
water furnished. Call
753-7671.
2 BR, natural gas,
kitchen, appliances.
AdtrItS', references &
deposit. Call 753-3177.
3 RR house, partly
furnished, in city. $250
month. Call 354-8845.
FULLY furnished,
quality built, 2 BR, 2
bath. year round lake
front home. 2 car garage, boat dock, in
Panorama Shores. $385
month. Available with 6
month lease. Contact
Brit Kopperud 753-1222.
1-10USF for rent in Lynn
Grove, 2 bedrooms.bath. Available Nov. 1,
$1130 a month. Call
753-2808.
WATERFRONT home
on Jonafhan Creek.
Cable hook-up, no pets. 1
year lease and deposit.
Call 492-8360.
36. For Rent or Lease
FOR lease. 80 x26
commercial building,
880 sq. ft. office area.
1200 sq. ft. of shop.
Located at 703 S. 4th St.
Available Dec. 1st. See
Carlos Black Jr. at
Black's Decorating
Center or call 753-0839.

38. Pets-Supplies

41
Public Sales
pugs. champion
breed, fawn with black
GARAGE SALE
mask, male 12 weeks
old, female 114 old. Call
Rain or Shine!
1-323-8465.
Saturday, 7 30-3
AKC registered
(Please. no earlier)
Labrador Retrievers,
1707 Johnson
deworrned & first shots.
(off Doran Rd 1
Males $125, females $75.
Mkt toys. houssnoid minis and
Call 1-728-8284.
sccossories. drapes. winter
PEGS Dog Parlor. All
clothman 142) suits. sportbreed dog grooming.
coats, shirtsled Ws 11 0- 1 2I
Call for appointment
skirts. sweaters. coats. 88
753-2915. Next to
shoss-boys (14-201 inns.
Murray Bait Co. 94
sweaters. coats, shirts. Xmas
East.
POINTER pups- Mis- docontions lots ol ITIIIIC
sissippi Rifle, Miller's
Chief and Pork Roll
Breeding. All ages. 2 BR apt. near UniversPhone 492-8807 days. ity, gas heat, water
furnished. $50 deposit
after 5p.m. 753-2789.
$130 per month. call
489-2244.
41 Public Sales

AK

YOUR
YARD
SALE
COULD
BE HERE!
CALL
753-1916

YARD
SALE
Fri.- & Sat.
121 S. & Old
Salem Rd. 4
miles S. out of
town
Household goods
& furniture

CARPORT
SALE
Sat. 8 am.
1408 Poplar St.
Featherbed, larger
womens clothes,
mens & childrens
clothes,
games,
books, dolls, toys,
suit cases, material,
quilt scraps Rain or
shine.

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
9 to 4
1508
Chaucer
(Canterbury)

FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

A DREAM COME TRUE...
BE YOUR OWN BOSS
If you're a people person and are ready to earn
$25,000, $30,000 or more per year, then this is
the opportunity for you. The sky Is the limit! Join
the No. I franchise weight loss program in the
world by owning your own DIET CENTER. This service requires low overhead and low inventory.
There is a local DIET CENTER territory available
In northern Tennessee. Personal health and
weight control is the way of the future. You can
be port of that future. Join over 2,000 DIET
CENTERS...berome a WEIGHT LOSS PROM.
SIONAL. ACT NOW. For more Information call
502-755-4742 after 7 p.m. or write Lodestar
Enterprises, Inc. 311 N. 7th Street, Murray, KY
42071.

1544 & 1546
Canterbury Dr.

CARPORT
SALE
9 a.m. until ?
1500 Oak Dr.
Misc. items.
Cancelled in
case of rain.

YARD
SALE
Sat.
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
902 Main St.

YARD
SALE
Sat. 8 a.m.
507 S. 6th
Stereo, free clothes,
antique high chair,
ceramic floor tile,
mantle,
chaise
lounge, large kitchen
table, end table,
chest & lamps

UNIQUE
2 PARTY SALE

Is providing home owner
and farm owner coverage
for ENTIRE county and city
property.
Check Our Rates

Ray T. Broach
Bob Cornelison
753-4703

GARAGE
SALE
Sat.
Nov. 2

Saturday Only
8-3
2106
College Farm Rd.
Antique wicker chair,
office
furniture,
household access..
Teen clothing, sports
equip., sink bowl,
much, much more

YARD
SALE
Saturday
/
1
2 mile out
on 94 E

YOUR
YARD
SALE
COULD
BE HERE!
CALL
753-1916

Thomas L. Hopkins D.M.D. P.S.C.
announces the relocation of
his office for the practice
of General Dentistry to
115 Smith 13th Street
(at the corner of 13th & Poplar)

Murray, Kentucky 42071
Office Hours
By Appointment

Telephone
(502) 753-6234

38. Pets•Supplles

46. Homes for Sale

SETTER pups born RUSTIC log home with
Aug. 26th. Also, one lovely stone fireplace at
setter male 9 mo. old, the edge of the city. 3
one female with papers, bedr00mS, central heat
21 mo. old, never hun& air, large unfinished
ted. Call 753-2966 9a.m.- basement which could
lp.m. or nights 753-4162.
be finished at minimal
WRITE ppodle. 114 expense. $44,500. Phone
years old, AKC re- Kopperud Realty 753
gistered, WOO. Call 437- 1222 for all details.
4873.
41. Public Sales

INDOOR SALE
Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m.-5p.m.

Wiggins
Flea Market
641N. Booth No. 50
Baby items (new & used), brass, lamps,
shades at discount
prices Doll strollers,
childrens clothes, baby
bed. All kinds of items.
43

Real Estate
COMMERCIAL building located on Math St. 1
block from Court
Square. 2000 sq. ft.
downstairs and 2000 sq.
ft. upstairs.
Upstairs
includes 3 bedrooms,
furnished apt. Offered
at reduced price of
$45,000. Contct Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
MINTERS paradise.
Approx. 47 acres, lots of
virgin pine, near
Dukedom, TN. Priced
at $14,000. Call 502-3824212 or after 5p.m.
502-52'7-9710.
kOPPERUD Realty
offers an excellent
selection of quality"
homes- all price ranges.
For all your Real Estate
needs phone 753-1222 or
visit our office at 711
Main.
44. Lots for Sale
BEAUTIFUL. shaded,
41 acre Lot, 327 ft. hwy.
frontage on 121 South, 5
miles from Murray.
Call 753-7688 Days or
753-2394 Nights.
CHOICE one (1) acre
building site
mile off
121 South on Old
Murray, Paris Road.
Call 753-7668 Days or
753-2394 Nights
NICE- shaded .building'
Lot on Mulberry Street
between South 11th and
12th Street. 59'x139', all
city utilities available;
Ideal for F.H.A. home.
Call 753-7668 Days or
753-2394 Nights.
45. Farms for Sale
MINI farm with maxi
features. Neat 3 BR
home, located on 25
acres with 30'x40' metal
storage building that
has water and electricity. Just reduced. to
$67,500. Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
46. Homes for Sale
2 BR brick home with
outbuildings. Approx. 1
acre, 4 miles S.E. of
Murray. $38,500. 7534514 or 753-5688.
IN city, 2 bedroom, 1
bath, frame house.
Phone 753-0955 after
7p.m.
NICE, well insulated, I
BR, 2 bath brick.
Family room with beam
ceiling & heatalator in
fireplace. 753-4486.
OR rent. 3 BR home,
Camelot Subdivision.
Rent $425, sale $45,000.
Call 4.42-0288 after 5p.m.
PRICE just reduced on
this loveable home, 3
BR plus den with stove,
mid 40's. Ask for Bob
753-1492, Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
RENT with option, only
$1,000 down. 2 BR, in
city, new central heatingcooling system, walk
to MSU. Ask for Bob
753-1492, Century 21,
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
3 BEDROOM brick
ranch, 1 1/2 baths, attached 2 car garage,
pool, wood burning
stove, 7.5 acres with 5
acres tendible. $0,500
Call 437-4967.
3 BR frame, 1 acre lot,
newly decorated office,
garage, carport, sate!
lite. Must see. Lynn
Grove, 6 miles west of
Murray on hwy. 94
$42,000. 435-4583 after
8p.m.
TWO bedroom brick
home, den with wood
burning fireplace, gar
age and pond on approx.
2 acre lot. State Line
Rd. west of Hazel, Ky
Call 498-8749.

4 BR on 2 1/2 acre lot, 2
car garage, lots of out
buildings. Kirksey area.
123,000. 1-247-0102.
AN extra good 2 bedroom brick house.
Electric heat plus
fireplace on a large lot.
806 N. 18th St. Call
753-3796.
ENJOY beautiful Lake
view from this 4 Br, 2
bath brick home in
Panorama Shores. 2
kitchens, fireplace in
den. Unbelievable low
price, $35,000. Contact
Kopperud Realty 7531222.
FOR sale by owner, 3
BR brick ranch house in
Canterbury. 2V2 bath,
parquet foyer, new
carpet, central heat &
air, 2 car garage, large
fenced in back yard
With deck. Price $74,000.
Phone 753-0261
FOR tale or rent in
Kirktey, 3 BR brick
with carport. Also 14x20
building in rear for
workshop. Priced in low
30's. Rent $300 per
- month. 489-2447.

4 7. Motorcycles
1 D 7 7 KAWASAKI
KZ1000 LTD, corvette
red, sharp 81 very fast.
Must sell. Call after
8p.m. 474-8817.
1679 HARLEY David.
son Classic, fully
d‘essed with extra
chrome. Call 436-2976
after 5:30p.m.
1984 YAMAHA 225 DX
3-wheeler, excellent
condition, $1000. Call
753-5494 after 6:30p.m.
*RACE Winning 1985
Yamaha Tri-Z, 200 and
250, 3 wheelers. Priced to
sell. Call 753-8490 after 6

Pm.
49. Used Cars

1963 FORD Fatrlane,
V-8, 260 Cu. in., sharp,
74,000 miles, $500. 1963
Dodge Dart, slant 6, 225
Cu. in., runs good, body
rough, $200. Call 7538361.
1969 CHEV. Caprice,
P.S., P.B., AC. 396
motor, rally wheels,
good tires, excellent
mechanically, good
body. $750 or best offer,
will take trade ins.
753-8565.
1972 DATSUN pickup,
A-1 condition. Call between 8p.m.-10p.m. 4892669.
1973 DODGE Challenger, needs work. Best
offer. Call 753-3855.
1974 AMC Hornet Hatchback, V-8 with air.
Best offer. Call 753-9718.
1975 FORD Elite, 54,000
act. miles. Make offer.
Call 753-4514 or 753-5588.
1975 MARK IV Continental. 1976 Chevrolet
Silverado. Both extra
nice. Call 436-2427.
1976 PONTIAC Ventura,
P.S., P.B., air, AM-FM
radio, good condition,
$900. Phone 753-4506.
1977 HONDA wagon,
automatic, rebuilt en
sine. Call 474-2325.
1977 MERCURY
Marquis, $1500. Call
753-8533 after 5p.m.
1978 BUICK -LaSabre,
loci car, 1 owner, sharp.
Also have large wood
box with hinge lid &
round wood rack. Call
753-3695.
1978 DATSUN 13-210 GX,
runs great. $2000 or best
offer. Parked at Racer
Gas Station. 435-4583
after 8p.m.
1978 DODGE Monaco 4
dr., PS, PB, AC, 440 V-8
motor, good condition,
new paint. $1,250. Call
753-7668 Days or 7532394 Nights.

Two
1970 Cutlass
1-2 Door
1-4 Door
Both cars would
make one nice car
Excellent projet for a
Vocational student
$675 FIRM Call
Steve 5 p.m.-10
p.m. 753-0653

MIDWAY
SATELLITE
SALES
COMPARE QUALITY
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COMPARE PRICES

4 miles south of Murray Hwy. 641
Phone 753-2933
_
10 Fi. Aluminum Mesh
Sea Breeze Antenna
with Uniden receiver, 210 ProSet motordrIveN
90° LNA, Chaparral feed horn
Compete Installation-tax Included

$1795.00
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90 Days Free Service
4-s
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50. Used Trucks 53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
1979 CHEVROLET Mal- 1981 GMC truck, 4 wheel
TREES trimmed or
ibu. Small V-8, air, pa. pb. drive, excellent condiremoved. Also, yard
Call 753-145,after 59m.
tion. Call 759-4909.
work. Experienced.
1979 DATBUN 286 ZX.
Free estimates.' Call
excellent condition. $5,
436-2690
'82 CHEVY S10, red. pb.
000. Call 489-2715.
pa. air conditioning, tilt
1980 FLEETWOOD wheel,
Pioneer sound
Brougham Coupe, ex- system, $5300.
Call 753cellent condition, com- 8184.
pletely loaded, low
Aluminum and vinyl
mileage. Call 753-1590 or 5 1
siding. Custom trim
Campers
work. Reforences.
acre lot, 2 753-8866.
21 FT Winnebago moCell will Ed Polley.
OS of out 1980 MA7:DA GLC, ex- tor home,
loaded.
exitsey area. cellent condition, cellent condition.
733-04.1
89.500
metallic bronze. Call
102.
Call 759-9593.
WET
BASEMEN
T? We
759-4851 days. after
xl 2 bed
make wet basements
52. Boats -Motors
house. 5p.m. 759-9523.
dry. Work completely
at plus 1981 GRAND Prix, BOAT,
CUSTOM car
bind- guaranteed Call ...or motor
large lot. loaded, extra nice. Call Call 753-0884. & trailer ing Call 502-4375
write Morgan ConSt. Call 527-0943.
1981 LINCOLN Town SAVE $2000 over Spring PAINTING = Paper struction Co. Rt. 2. Box
price. 33 foot Seagoing hanging. commerical or 409A, Paducah. Ky
Mu' Lake car, signature series, with large front
42001 or call 1-442-7026
deck. 4 residential. Free es
loaded,
excellent
conis 4 Br, 2
WILL haul your ancyl. Volvo engine,
timates,
References
dition.
.
$8,800.
25
Call
753home in
show.er, radios, tape years experience. imals to butcher' or
8863.
ihores. 2
market anytime Re,
player, excellent condi- Tremon Farris 759-1987
eplace in 1982 FORD LTD, PS, tion. $8000. See at Town
asonable price Call
ROOFING
PB,
.
AC,
Plumbing
351 V-8 motor, &
. 436-2349
cable low
Country Marina or Concrete work,
AdI. Contact automatic overdrive 618-524-2533.
ditions.
Painting. WILL haul white rock,
ealty 753- transmission, new tires,
sand, lime, rip rap and
General Carpentry
20 MPG, excellent con- 53.. Services Offered
P
dition, $4,750. Call 753
Molony Co masonary sand, coal.
Covne ,
7668 Days or 753-2394 ALL type masonry 753 - 8628
Free dirt. gravel, fill sand
:h house in
Call Roger Hudson
work, block, brick, Estimates.
Nights.
21
/
2 bath,
-53 4545 or 753-6763.
concrete, driveways, SEWING Machine Re
1982
FORD
Escort,
2
per, new
door, maroon, AM-FM sidewalks, patios, house pair. All makes and WILL rake leaves &
31 heat &
cassette, air, less than foundations. new models. Home & In- clean gutters Call 759
'age, large
50,000 miles, $3200. Call chimneys or chimney dustrail and bag clos- 1863
ack yard
repair. 25 years ex- ing machines. Also
759-4421 before 3p'.m.
Ice $74,000.
perience. Free es- scissor sharpninr 40
1982 PONTIAC Firebird
•
timates. Call Charles yrs. experience. All
SE, black & silver,
r rent in
Barnett 753-5476.
work guaranteed. Kenexcellent condition. Call
BR brick 435-4374
APPLIANCE
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
after
5p.m.
Also 14x20
SERVICE. Kenmore, Stella, Ky.
*Boxing
rear for 1982 RED 'Frans AM, Westinghouse, STUMP REMOVAL
*Framing
low miles. air, ps, pb,
ced in low
Whirlpool. 23 years SERVICE.
power lights, AM/FM
*Barn Posts
$300 per
cassette, sharp. 88200. experience. Parts and Mechanically removed
7.
service. Bobby Hopper, 16 inches below the
*Fence
753-0521 between 7a.m.Bob's Appliance Ser- surface, no damage to
3:30p.m.
Posts
cycles
vice, 202 S. 5th St. surrounding lawn.
1982 TOYOTA Corolla
*Treated Lumber
LkSAKT Wagon, excellent con- Business 753-4872. 436- Larry Wood 753-0211 or
*Metal Roofing
1-443-8682.
. corvette dition, low mileage, Call 5848 I home I.
APPLIANCE REPAIR .
very fast. 436-2976 after 5:30p.m.
*Farm
Hardware
Factory authorized for
7all after 1985 SS Monte Carlo,
Tappan, Kelvinator and
months old, 7000 miles. Brown. Service
on gas
Y David- Call 437-4832.
and electric ranges,
c. fully '71 FORD LTD.,
runs & microwaves, dis•
th extra drives good. Call
753-2956 h washers, re1 436.2976 9a.m.-3p.m.or nights
Start At
753- frigerators. etc. Earl
4162
...Lovett, 354-6956 or 753A 225 DX '74 TOYOTA car,
Industrial Drive
needs 5341.
1000
$
excellent work, $200. Call 753-1523
Murray. KY
DAVE'S WINDOW
1000 Call after 5p.m.
CLEANING SERVICE.
Phone 759-1099
'76 CHEVY Maliu Professional results.
il•••••••=1
,
-1 t
-413 Station Wagon,
good Satisfied references.
.7., 200 and condition, make
excel- Commercial & reMartin, TN
56. Free Column
I. Priced to lent work car.
Call sidential. Free es1490 after 6 753-4566.
FREE. 6 week old
timates. lor, Senior re 587-2301
puppies. fuzzy, small
'78 MONTE Carlo Lan- Citizens discount. Call
breed dog. ,Call 753-7459
dau. nice car. Make an 753-9873 or 436-2845.
Cars
after 5p.m
offer. '76 VW & '74 DENNIS McClure conLeMans. 762-2358.
struction, roofing,
in., sharp, '79 BUICK Regal
Sporf painting, plumbing. in$500. 1963 Coupe, Turbo.- V.6,-stin _te
dant 6, 225 roof, power everything
. Phone 502-382-2689, Rt.
good, body $3295. Deals On Wheels 1, Sedalia.
Call 753- Auto Sales, 217
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
N. 6th FENCE sales at Sears
St., Mayfield, 247-2424 now. Call Sears 753-2310
8., CUSTOM WOODWORKING
a
"Tirt7i77, day, 247-1945 night.
for free estimate for
•
AC. 396 '79 HONDA CVCC sta- your needs.
•
wheels, tion wagon. 60 thou plus GENERAL HOME
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
I
•
excellent miles. $2250 or best REPAIR. 15
RAISED PANEL DOORS
yedh exly,"
.
good offer. 509 Vine, 753-8220.
Birch • Osit • Walnut • Chewy S
perience. Carpentry,
best offer,
111UNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
concrete, plumbing.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
rade ins.
roofing, siding. NO, JOB • CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
•
& FURNITURE REFINISHING
TO SMALL. Free es- ▪
Need An
COMPITITIVI PlItICIS Droop By & Soo Our Display
kl pickup,
timates. Days 753-6973.
Extra Car For
Call be•
nights 474-2276.
- 1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
Op.m. 489GM'IMRING by Sears IVO•
•
A Few Dayc'
••a•••••••••••••••
Sears continuous gutChallenters installed for your
14 Per Day
fork. Best
specifications. Call
3855.
Sears 753-2310 for free
14
Per
Mile
)rnet Hat.
estimate.
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
with air. Rent
From Gene At INSULATION Illown in
I 753-9718.
by Sears. TVA aplite. 54,000 Dwain Taylor
proved. Save on those
ake offer.
high heating and cool753-5588.
Chevrolet, Inc. ing bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
7171"c•
Chevrolet 502-753-2617 estimate.
)th extra
J.L. McKnight & Sons
127.
Sawmill on Poor Farm
115 S. 13th
Call
DODGE
80
Mirada Rd. Buyer of standing
Ventura,
Dr. Tom Hopkins Murray, Ky.
AM-FM Coupe, leather, power timber. Call 753-7528
condition. everything. Sharp & JOINER'S complete
(502)753-6202
42071
ready to go, $3495. Deals tree service. 32 yrs.
-4506.
. wagon, On Wheels Auto Sales, experience. Also,
'built en- 217 N. 6th St., Mayfield, stumps mechanically
247-2424 day, 247-1945 removed 10" below
325.
surface. Call 753-0366
:CURY night.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
100. Call '84 VOLKSWAGON L EE'S CARPET
Gold
Silver
Rabbit
GTi,
air,
5
CLEANIN
G. For all
)• M.
Closed
Closed
your carpet & upholstLaSabre. speed, AM/FM cass
Yesterday 325.90
Yesterday
6.14
er, sharp. ette, red. Excellent ery cleaning. For a free
rge wood condition. $6950. Call estimate call 753-5827.
Opened
Opened
436-5610.
Satisfied references.
Ke lid &
Today
325.00
Today
6.11
ack. Call GET sporty. Big car _ LICENSED Electrician
Down
.90
Down
.03
comfort for $950. 1973 for residential and
Compliments of:
11-210 GX, Chevy Monte Carlo commercial. Heating
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
00 or best Landau, looks sharp, and air condition, gas
installation and repair
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
at Racer runs good, fully equip
435-4583 ped. Call 753 8561 or see Phone 753-7203. •
753 7113
at 707 Elm, Murray.
NIOODY'S Mower Rc
We by Gold S.IverA Dvarnonds
WANT
pair.
to
buy
Pickup
a
deliver
good
&
PI7n37173-1
Hoors 10 6 Do.ly Closed Sendoy
440 V-8 used 6 cylinder car. Will Call 753-5668.
consider
that
one
needs
NEED
condition,
work on your
trees? Topping. prun.250. Call motor work. Call 489
2224.
ing,
shaping, complete
or 753removal
more. Call
50. Used Trucks BOVERand
'S TREE
1965 FORD ton truck, SERVICE for Pro•PRESCRIPTIONS•FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
flatbed, good condition. fessional tree care
81300. Poulan 245 chain 753-0338.
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
saw, 20' bar. $100. ODD job specialist
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Lewis 8000 lb. chain saw ceiling fans, electrical.
,or
wench. $200. Kenmore plumbing. fencing You
•HOLLISTER OSOTOMY PRODUCTS
washer. $100 Call 753- name it, I do it. YouOf
Free Delivery on Proscriptions in City Limits
buy. I install. You
2494.
would
1970 INTERNATIONAL break. I fix Call 436IC Car.
Scout. 4-wheel drive. 4 2868.
cylinder, excellent
et for a
condition. Call 753-0123,
tudent.
438-5433.
I Call
1972 CHEVY pickup.
m .-10
V-8 automatic, good
53
condition. Also, 1975
Mustang II. V-8 automatic, ps, pb
753-7291.
1973 DODGE Conversion
Van, $1600. Call after
4p.m. 753-2591.
11)74 s'OR[) Bronco,
31800. Cancelled* or
437-4185
1978 WHITE Ford
truck, in excellent condition. Call 759-4146.
1980 GMC Classic 506
pickup. • power locks, t
sliding window • in truck
k camper top Real
ntce. Also, 1970 VW
'
Beetle. Call 753-0366.
• s1981 CHEVY pkkup,
cylinder, straight snit'.
Beautifu
l
A-Frame
Hideawa
y
And
Four
Acres, One Mile
I,',.,
extra nice. Call 527-0943.
From Kentucky Lake. Central Heat & Air. Wood'Stove:
190I DODGE Ram D50.
Call 759-9781 evenings.
Large Deck, Stone Front And Patio. If You Want Seclusion
1984 RANGER, 21.800.
And Privacy, This Is The Place. Liberal Terms To.Qualified
sharp, $1500. 1981 Ford
Buyers
Can Be Arranged. Call Bill Dodson 502-753-3231
Fairmont. 58,000. 1.
Days, and 502-753-5686 Evenings.
owner, 4 cyl., 4 dr.,
4-speed. air, 81500. 7530337
49, Used Cars

iome with
replace at
he city. 3
ntral heat
unfinished
iich could
t minimal
i00. Phone
ealty 753
ails.

Construction
Commercial
Residential
New & Old
Free Estimates
25 Years
Experience

Aluminum
Service Co.

753-6123

FARM
LUMBER

II,

Face
Brick

35ner

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

Vowell &
Son Inc.

Onuty's

Hopkins Insurance Agency

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today

WALLIS DRUG

tlass

rE

641

•••

•

1,419‘1'

•
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Rudolph's
funeral will
be Saturday

Sister of Murray man dies

,Services for Mrs.
Charlotte M. Jones.
sister of Robert Mabry
of Murray. will be
Funeral services for Saturday at
1 p.m. In the
Ivan M. Rudolph•will be chapel of Milner
Saturday at 10 a.m. in Funeral
the chapel of J.H. Chur- Bardwell.
chill Funeral Home. Dr.
The Rev. Ted
Greg Earwood will of- Freeland and the
Rev.
ficiate. Music will be by Jim Calhoun will
ofRichard Jones, ficiate. Burial
will
organist, and Gus follow in Roselawn
Robertson. soloist.
Cemetery.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 5
p.m. today (Friday I.
Mr. Rudolph, 78, of
1662 Ryan Ave., Murray. died Wednesday at
West View Nursing
Home.
The funeral for Mrs.
Jewell Day Jones will be
Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The
Rev. Eddie Young will
officiate. Mrs. Oneida
White will be organist.
Burial will follow in
Owens Chapel Baptist Old Bethel Baptist
Church, located, on Church Cemetery in
Highway 783 North, Weakley County, Tenn.
Friends may call aI
Penny-Airport Road.
will participate in World the funeral home.
Mrs. Jones, 86, Rt. 1,
Missions Conference of
Blood River Murray, diea Wednesday at Murray Association.
Speakers will be as Calloway County
follows: Dr. Joe W. Hospital.
Bruce, Guatemala, at 10
a.m. and the Rev. Paul
White. Home Mission
Board, at 6:30 p.m. on
Sunday; the Rev. Jesse.,
Sebastian. State Missions. Monday. the Rev.
Robert Covington.
J
Foreign missionary,
Tuesday, and the Rev.
FREE ELECTRONIC
Steve Hussung, pastoral
HEARING TEST
missionary in Lame
in your home or our office
Deer. Mont., WednesSERVICE ON ALL MARES
day. all at 7 p.m.
*The pastor, the Rev.
.
^'
.; .
James Stom. invites the
public to attend.

Mrs. Jones'
services to
be Saturday

Owens Chapel
will hear
missionaries

RuIinM made
Ky.
I AP — Employees on
layoff who refuse to
return to work during a
strike cannot be denied
their unemployment
benefits, according to a
Kentucky Supreme
Court ruling.

247-8654

_Weliome•
HEARING AID SERVICE

310 S. 8th St.
Mayfield, Ky.
Hrs: 9-4:30
Jerry D. Wheeler.
Authorized Beltone
Dealer

Friends may call at
the funeral home after 5
p.m. today (Friday.
Mrs. Jones, 71, of
Bardwell died Wednesday at 11:45 p.m. at
Care Inn Nursing Home,
Mayfield. She was the
daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie
Mabry.
She served two terms
as Carlisle County Court
Clerk having been
elected first in 1938. She
also was employed by
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service. She—waS a
member of Bardwell
United Methodist
Church.
Survivors are her husband, Guy 0. Jones; one
sister, Mrs. Frances
Fuller. Bardwell; one
brother, Robert Mabry.
Murray; several nieces
and nephews.

NI
P

Jerry Henry

Mary Watson

Congress passed a law
in 1794 prohibiting
American vessels from
supplying slaves to
other countries.

"BACK AGAIN
TO SAVE
THE WORLD"

To The People Of Murray And Calloway
County:
Bo h Bloke

The Purdom Motors family has added
another year to our experience ofserving the
Purchase Area. This,our 23rd year ofservice
in the same location has been our best year
ever, and we are grateful to you, our
customers, for our success.

Wells Purdom Jr.
Dealer
President
Donna Couse

GHZST
BUSTERS
PG 412:COMING TO
PAY-PER-VIEW NOVEMBER

Bennie Jackson

LEVWNIc,:-109)
PY
AIeL
-iS

To See The
No. 1 Comedy
of all times call:
MURRAY

CABLE
VISION
Sol Al, C•rs,••

753 5005

Our
Peopte
Make Us
Number 1

Sonny Coy

Thanks to your support, we are going to
build a new facility on Highway 121 By Pass
to better serve you. We want you to feel like
this new facility is yours, because without
you we couldn't build, and upon completion
it's yours to use.
We have maintained our Number 1 position
in new car registrations for Calloway County again this year and we are grateful to you,
our customers. In return for your faithful
support, we pledge to you,in our 24th year,
continuous competitive prices on new and
pre-owned cars, the best service available,
and the lowest possible finance rates in the
area.
Iam proud of my Purdom Motors family
and with their support we will continue to
make "satisfied customers our main
concern".
Gratefully yours,
Purdom Motors, Inc.

This is Will Ed Stokes,
candidate for magistrate
for District II, reminding
you to be sure and vote
in next Tuesday's election. Even though there are no contested
county races we still need your vote and support next Tuesday.
Thank you very much,
Will Ed
•

I. Wells Purdom, Jr.
President
Dan Soria

8.8% A.P.R. Financing Available on some
models

otosaicou
Kenny Gallimore

Check With Us For:
i/Tappan Ranges & Microwaves
Kelvinator Dishwashers
Kelvinator Washers & Dryers
1,Complete Line of Plumbing
Supplies

fi LAC
rIC•D.i.

BUICK
Roqina West

Pi( h Henley

We now have our
showroom completed!

Purdom
Motors
ncorporated
Cadillac-Buick

Come by and see us for
all your electrical and
plumbing needs.

1406 West Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-5315

STEELE- A LLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd
753-5341

jack Warren

Gene Hill
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HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION

Awnings Go Undercover: Come in From the-Old
Automobiles have come a
long way since the days when
Henry Ford introduced the automobile to assembly lines.
Among the many innovations
-overthe years were automatic
starters and transmissions as
well as power steering and
brakes.

Awnings have also changed
but most people aren't aware of
it. Whenever they want a little
shade, many homeowners still
go outdoors and crank the awnings open. When the sun goes
down, the weather turns
cloudy or it begins to rain,they
trek back outdoors and crank

them shut.
shutters as well as interior
Now there's an easier way. shades for skylights, greenSomfy Systems, Inc., the lead- houses and atriums.
ing'manufacturer of motorized
Do it Automatically
window systems, has replaced _
the old-fashioned hand crank
all done -either -automawith a motorized device that tically with the Somfy-Matic
raises and lowers awnings, sun-wind sensor or at the touch
shades, screens and rolling. of a button. Somfy also has a

wireless command that is easy
to install and includes a receiver that plugs into any wall
outlet and a compact transmitter. The hand-held wireless
command allows the awnings
to be opened and closed or stopped at any position in between.
The sun-wind sensor, available as an option, performs a
dual function. The sun sensor
extends the awnings automatically on sunny days. On
days when the wind begins to
gust, the wind sensor automatically closes the awnings to

prevent tearing.
Though motorized devices
can save a homeowner's energy, Somfy points out that the
awnings themselves can save
energy. On a sunny day,for instance, awnings can lower indoor temperature by as much
as 15 degrees. That's often
enough to maintain indoor comfort without the need for air
conditioning. And, besides the
charm they add to the appearance of a home, awnings prevent sunlight from fading carpets, drapes and upholstery.

1

Wood Performs Space Savers
Wood folding doors which
fold back upon themselves to
save space are a good bet for
closets near stairways, at the
end of hallways and other areas
where swing-out door could interfere with household traffic.
A free pamphlet,"Decorate
Your Home With Folding Wood
Doors," is available from the
National Wood Window & Door
Association, c/o SR&A, 355
Lexington Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10017.

The material that goes into
the manufacture of a window is
as important as it's style,says
the National Wood Window &
Door Association.
Well-made windows use
wood in the sash and frame
because wood is a natural
insulator.
Many wood windows are
also covered with a protective
exterior cladding that all but
eliminates the need for periodic painting.

Rol
Rog. $9.99

Gal.
111•9. $13.99

•Goes ea mealy ever paint or stain
•Goick-riryiog fist let's Mose paint
•fer •Ntorier hearse & trim' serfaces

panel/
has be
tura]
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The
many ,
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SAVE $4.00

SAVE $3.00
It's Got A Let Ou Tim PLUS Sitio!

There
win pi

Coistaimpoirary Stiourty,
014PasItiocouti
•Iiilasbable, colorfast fist %sisal
•Coateamperary palette ef colors
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CARPET
CARPET
CARPET!

RALPH WORLEY & SON
PAINTING CONTRACTORS
BRIDGES AND STRUCTURAL STEEL
•SandblastIng
•ResIdentlal
•Commercial
•Intarlor-Exterlor
•Industrial
•Spray-Brush
•friss Estimtes
LICENSED
INSURED

TOBACCO RD.

Check Our
Prices Before
You Buy

MURRAY

Keel's Vacuum
Sales and Service
•com• um us for all your

- Black's
Deco
rati
ng
Cent
er
701 $oli%
4tk

753-1050

Merray

75340119

vacuum needs
•We sell new, used and
rebuilt cleaners, as well
as trade and lease
models
..oiltsa!r_n
Berk Financing

Imum

9:00 to 5:00
Mon. thru Sat.
Bel Air Center
753-2706
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New Type of Glass Is What's New Under Sun

There's something new un- ability of the
glass to'radiate
der the sun. And it should be of heat is reduced
significantly. It
interest to homeowners who prevents 73
percent of the
live in warm climates. In many sun's radiant
heat from enterparts of the South, the climate ing a home. At
the same time,
is so warm that utility bills for the air space
between the
air conditioning are often_ high- panes blocks
heat conduction.
er than those for heating.
What is means to homeownWhat's new is Andersen
ers is a relative heat gain of
high-performance sun insulatjust 81 Btu's per hour per
ing glass. This special glazing,
square foot compared with 185
says Andersen Corporation,
Btu's for ordinary double-pane
sharply reduces air conditioninsulating glass. These results
ing costs. The leading window
mean that the air conditioning
manufacturer points out that it
system doesn't have to work as
consists of two panes of glass;
hard to maintain uniform comthe outer pane is tinted while
fort levels throughout the day
the interior surface of the
and that energy costs are
t tinted light has a special coatlower.
ing bonded to it.
High-performance sun insuThis coating has low
lating glass also blocks 88 peremissivity which means the
cent of the ultraviolet rays that

could fade and deteriorate
drapes, carpeting, fabrics and
upholstery. Though the coating
slightly reduces light transmission, it admits enough natural
light to keep interiors bright
and cheerful.
High-performance sun insu-

lating glass is available as an
option in Andersen's Perma
Shield casement, awning and
double-hung windows as well
as patio doors and roof win
dows. For more information.
write to Andersen Corpora
tion, Bayport, Minn. 55003.

Outmoded Closets?

There's nothing like the looks of.
handsome wood panel door to
win praise from visitors. This attracti
ve entry with leaded glass
panels, says the National Wood Window
Furniture placement can be
has been stained to bring out the warmth & Door Association, a pain, especial
ly in rooms that
and
richness
of
the
natural wood grain.
have lots of closets. Enough
space has to be left around the
closet doors so they don't
Look for Distinction
bump into the furniture whenever they are opened.
One solution to the problem
is to remove some of the furniture. Another, says the NaThe life of the front door to Door Association.
many American homes is open
The ultimate in impressive tional Wood Window .41 Door
and shut Or is it? This beauti- detail and natural warmth, Association, is to use sliding or
ful example of form following wood is the perfect choice for folding wood louver doors.
function is too often taken for distinctive doors. And now Sliding doors take up no floor
granted. But, we would all be door manufacturers offer com- space. They are mounted on
exceedingly inconvenienced if pletely integrated entryways runners and slide back and
the door ceased to exist.
consisting of not just the door forth. Folding doors use only
Besides keeping out intrud- but frames and sidelights. half the floor space of ordinary
ers and the elements, doors These precision-made entry- swing-out doors.
Wood louver doors come eiprovide. passageway into the ways are not only more energy
comforts of a home. Doors re- efficient than a plain door, but ther fully louvered or with louflect the personality of the peo- are easier to install than you vers in the top half and wood
panels in the lower half. In adple who reside within, whether may think.
warm and inviting or cool and
Before selecting a new wood dition to taking up less floor
inhospitable.
entryway, remember that space, wood louver doors proA door is also the focal point some may look like wood but vide ventilation to keep closets
of the exterior of a house."This can not match a genuine wood fresh and free of mildew.
piece of architecture conveys entryway for elegance and deReady to Install
so many things about the home- pendability. Wood is a natural
Available in stock sizes at
owner that it should be chosen insulator and can be painted,
with the utmost care," says the varnished or stained to show local home centers, lumber
yards or building supply cenNational Wood Window & off the richness of the grain.

Start at Front Door

ters, wood louver doors come
with tracks and hardware for
effortless operation and easy
installation by do it yourself
ers. They can be varnished or
stained to bring out the
warmth of the natural wood
grain or they can be painted to
complement or contrast with
other room colors.

WHEN YOUR PAINTINGS ARE ORIGINALS,
YOUR BATHROOM SHOULD BE A CIASSIC.
THE ELLISSE SUITE.

Plan Your Winter Comfort Now!
Winter Heating Savings...
Just One Reason To Buy A
New Weathertron
Heat Pump!
The Elite. Our finest and most
efficient. Cools in summer,
heats in winter...helps save
energy all year.
Weathertron' heat pump...
America's No. 1 selling brand!

Good taste is always in style. And a classic
is always in good taste. So whether your heart
belongs to Dada or do Vinci, the design
matched Ellisse'" Suite belongs in your home.

MANS:

AMERICAN
STANDARD
\

•
V

YOURS FROM AMERICAN-STANDARD AND

Randy Thornton Heating & Air Conditioning Inc.'
802 Chestnut

Sales & Service
Murray

Murray Supply Company

208 F. Main

753-8181

753-3361
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When the time comes to fin- dear top coat and sand be- styles, wood panel doors can be
ish a new wood panel entry or tween coats.
purchased in stock sizes at
interior door, the same care •If painting the door, use a home centers, lumber yards
should be taken in choosing its good oil-base pigmented prim- and building supply stores.
finish as in selecting the door in er. Apply two coats of top coat They can usually be installed in
the first place.
paint and sand between coats. a single day by a skilled do it
Wood doors can be finished
Available in a range of yourselfer.
as beautifully as fine wood furniture or they can be painted to
blend or contrast with other
color elements in a room.To inFor families fond of outdoor double glazing reduces heat
sure that new doors have a entertaining, patio doors are as
loss through the glass area.
good finish, the National Wood natural as barbecues.
Available at local lumber
Window 441. Door Association
They provide convenient ac- yards, home centers and buildoffers the following tips:
cess to the outdoors and, when ing supply stores in six, eight,
• Use top-quality finishes. not in actual use,serve to make
An investment in good materi- the outdoors a visual extension nine and I2-foot widths, many
als will pay off in years of of the room.The most common patio doors have a protective
exterior cladding that all but
satisfaction.
patio door has one stationary eliminates the need for peri• Before applying the finish, panel and one operating panel,
lay the door flat.Sand it lightly which can either slide or swing odic painting. Precision-engineered locking devices and op
to remove handprints or other open or shut.
crating mechanisms assure
handling marks. Dust and
Well-made patio doors have
clean the door thoroughly. Be a wood frame because wood is snug closure as well as making
sure the top and bottom of a natural insulator.Factory-ap- opening and dosing the patio
doors smooth and effortless.
doors are sealed.
plied weatherstripping and
Installation as a do-it-your• When staining the door, double glazing are two other
self project can be handled
apply semi-transparent stain requirements. The weatheror a dear interior or exterior stripping assures snug closure easily with ordinary carpentry
tools. It may take two days to
undercoat. Apply two coats of against the weather while the
complete the installation.

Advanced Design for
Serious Cuffing

Patio Doors Help

available

11:
s•r•As

.11

5044

Excellent for
major firewood cutting or limbing operations. Easy to
handle and quick to start. Requires little
maintenance.
You can own the Wood Boss for the price of a
regular saw. See it today.

9.

577HL

•
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Finishing Touch Beautifies

028 STII4L:
Wood Bossrm
Ouicikstop

•

NUMBER ONE WORLDWIDE
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*Benjamin-Moore
Regal Wall Satin
*Pratt & Lambert
Style Hide Wall & Trim
— 20-day Performance Guarantee
— Lifetime Warranty
See us for details:
4

200 E. Main

753-8201

•

15% Off
Wallc
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Locate Windows To Face the Sun
Location, location, location
are the three words said to be
the most important in the lexicon of real estate agents.
Though not quite so important in the language of homeowners, location nevertheless
is a vital consideration when-

_

ever the time comes to replace
windows. It's important to locate windows where they can
take advantage of the sun's
light and heat and where they
can be opened to prevailing
winds for natural cross ventilation. The National Wood Win-

dow & Door Association offers cent of the floor area.
If possithe following window tips:
ble, locate the windows in op• Use one large window in- posite walls to move air
across
stead of several small ones for the room. Otherwise,
place the
lots of natural light. Use win- windows in adjacent
walls,
dows in more than one wall for away from corners.
even light distribution. For
Another thing to consider
deep light penetration, use tall, besides location is the
material
narrow windows. For broad, that the window is
made of.
shallow light, use short, wide Wood is used in the
frame and
windows.
sash of well-made windows because wood is a natural insulaFace South
tor. The glass should be double
• In cold climates where or triple glazed to guard
heating costs are the prime against excessive heat loss in
There was a time in our his- cause they have a fiber glass concern, the largest window winter and heat gain in sumtory —a hundred years or so base.Shingles with a Class C or area should face south to take mer. And the windows should
ago—when -there was a little Class A — the highest — UL fire advantage of winter solar heat have factory-applied weatherprairie on the house. In the rating indicate the roofing will gain. Lesser glass areas should stripping to protect against air
days when settlers were mov- not ignite easily, will not readi- face east and west; the north infiltration.
Wood windows in a variety
ing west, sod roofs were fairly ly support the spread of fire wall should have the least
of styles and sizes are available
common, especially in the over the roof area and will not amount of window area.
Great Plains.
add to the fire hazard by emit- • In warm areas where air at local lumber yards, building
Butsod roofs had two serious ting burning brands that could conditioning costs are para- supply stores and home centers.
mount, the largest window For more information on how to
drawbacks. They leaked when- cause new fires.
area should face north with choose windows. send 50 cents
ever it rained, sometimes for a
Consider Color
lesser glass areas in the east for "A Guide to Energy-Saving
few days afterward because of
When it comes to style and and west walls and the least in Windows" to NWWDA, do There's nothing quite like the look of French doors to give any
their propensity to absorb moisas- the south wall. Roof over- SR& A,355 Lexington Avenue,
ture. And they burned, a defi- color, three-dimensional
room a more sophisticated look. They provide easy access to the
hangs, awnings or deciduous New York, NY. 10017.
nite hazard during long, dry phalt shingles in handsome
outdoors and, when made of wood, help save energy.
help
trees
minimize
excessive
spells. Low maintenance was shades of brown and beige are
heat gain in summer.
an advantage. About the only especially popular. These disChoose windows that can
maintenance a sod roof re- tinctive colors can be used to •
ex_ be opened to prevailing winds.
blend
contrast
with
or
other
quired was a semi-annual harterior color elements in a home. Casements windows, for investing with a scythe.
Designed to last up to 25 years stance, open to nearly 100 per
Sod Busters
or more, they require little cent of their sash area; doublehung and gliding windows to
Nowadays, modern roofing maintenance,
materials have it all over sod. For additional information nearly 50 percent and awning
windows to about 25 percent.
Asphalt shingles, for example, on roofing, send 50 cents for"A
are found on more than 80 per- Homeowner's Guide to Quality
Plan Window Spate
cent of American homes and Roofing" to ARM A, Box 3248,
•
Windows
in each room
8/
are used for both new roofs and Grand Central Station, New
comprise
should
at least 10 perNY.
York.
10163.
reroofing. They provide yearround protection, good looks,
durability, fire safety and re•
quire little maintenance. They
are available with either a fiber
glass or organic base in a range
of styles and colors.
"The importance of fire-resistant roofing," says the Asphalt Roofing Manufacturers
Association, "has once again
been demonstrated by the re
cent fires in 11 western states
and Canada that destroyed or
heavily-damaged many homes
as well as thousands of acres of
timber."
Asphalt shingles are manu•
•Ot",,
factured to meet at least the
• •
Class C rating of Underwriters
Laboratories, Inc.. but most
meet the Class A standard be-

Homeowners
Reject Ole Sod

Check With Us For:
Tappan Ranges 8. Microwaves

-•fs55ori,
Spas

Pertect For Every Boc“,

Choice Of Features:
•\./„,v

Many
Imitate
The sincerest form of flat
tery is said to be imitation.
Maybe that's why many build
ing materials attempt to imitate wood. 114 easy to work
with, doesn't require special
tools and is a natural insulator
No wonder it's the most popu
lar material used in the manufacture of doors.
Wood doors not only retard
the flow of heat, but resist the
formation of condensation on
the inside surface of the door.
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v Kelvinator Dishwashers

V Kelvinator Washers & Dryers
v Complete Line of Plumbing
Supplies

We now have our
showroom completed!

Come by and see us for
all your electrical and
plumbing needs.
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TUCK

'S PANELING

212

Vinyl

53.75 up

5 Sizes!
PL 'V WOOD•PA INT
BUILDING MATERIALS
KITCHEN CABINETS
BATHROOM VANITIES
ROOFING MATERIALS
EXTERIOR SIDING
DOOR UNITS

Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So.
Martin, TN

901 /587-3000

SHOP US FIRST Liiiiardgivii

••••

Moulding
Decorates
Ceilings

100 Patterns

4 x6
only orientO
Style
s2500
Rugs

Armstrong

HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION

Rickman
Norsworthy 41,-,5»74
LUMBER COMPAMY,INC.
fortinpreg

low,low prices!
save ova 25%
Hi Hyde Latex
Flat Wall Paint
•White only, colors extra

'for interior walls and ceilings
'washable finish
'reg. 10.98

88

Gal.
Vinyl Flat
Wall Paint
'White only, colors

extra

•reg. 13.73

988

Sometimes the best way to
add life to a dull room is to start
at the top and knock on wood.
Only ordinary carpentry tools
are needed to apply a variety of
wood moulding profiles for
greater depth, dimension and
visual interest. They can be applied in standard profiles ranging from base caps to quarter
round at the juncture of the
ceiling and the wall all the way
around the room.
Here's an example of the kind of look you can get with wallcovMany moulding profiles can
erings. Fick a wallcovering that is pre-trimmed, pre-pasted and also be combined to create
strippable, says the Wallcovering Information Bureau, and larger, more ornate patterns.
application just about takes care of itself.
Though built-up profiles are
most often found in colonial
homes, they can add beauty
and interest to any room when
used appropriately and with
imagination, says the Wood
Moulding and Millwork ProIf you like the look of wall- way or foyer where there are ducers Association.
coverings but hesitate because fewer breaks and angles as well
Measure First
you lack the skills of a compe- as windows or doors. Start in a
Begin by measuring the
tent home handyman, don't corner where any mistake will
length of each wall. After listworry. Modern manufacturing be less noticeable.
techniques have made the art
Decorating stores, home cen- ing the specific length in feet
of wallcovering a lot easier.
ters, department stores and and inches, round off the meaChoose a wallcovering that is paint and wallpaper stores are surement to the next largest
strippable, pre-trimmed and all excellent sources for advice foot to allow for cutting and
pre-pasted and application all on the amount of wallcoverings trimming. Most wood moulding
profiles suitable for use at the
but takes care of itself. Strip- you'll need.
pable means the wallcovering
Remember to bring along ceiling are available at local
can be completely removed the dimensions of the room building supply centers, lumfrom the wall without scraping where you plan to install the ber yards or home centers.
For most do it yourselfers,
or steaming. Pm-trimmed is wallcoverings.These retail outwallcovering from which the lets are also good sources for in- working with ceiling mouldings
edges have been trimmed to formation about wallcovering is easy enough. A list of tools includes a miter box to cut acmake it ready for installation. styles, colors and patterns.
Pre-pasted means that all you
To learn more about the art curate 45 and 90 degree angles
have to do is dip the strip of wall- of walicoverings and how to ap- and a small, fine-tooth saw; a
covering in water to activate the ply them, write to WIB, Dept. coping saw to cut inside corner
adhesive on the backing.
HP, 66 Morris Ave., Spring- joints; a hammer, nail set, finA good place for first timers field. N.J.07081,for a free copy ishing nails, tape measure,glue,
to begin,says the Wallcovering of "The Wallcovering How-To sandpaper, wood filler and whatever finish you intend to apply.
Information Bureau,is in a hall- Handbook."

Wallcoverings Are
Easier to Install
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1. New Wicks

Keep your kerosene heater
working all winter.

2. New Batteries
3. New Igniter
4. Clean & Adjust Flame
For Kerosun•A llodin•Corona•Hallmark
All For Only $

19.95

Gal.
753-6450
CASH & CARRY

SALE ENDS 11 /11/113

- ALL SEASON'S
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110
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Doors Fashion Statement To Greet Guests Warmly
Many people have learned to
Spanish wood panel doors around a door than through it. weatherstripping, the design
dress for success.Some of their have
designs that are deeply So the energy efficiency of a of the threshold and the quality
homes haven't.
carved and simulate the skilled door depends more on the of the installation. Because of
Just as a person's appearance often depends on the quality of the kriaterials used to
create his cldthing,so too does
the look of a home hinge on the
quality of materials used in
construction or remodeling.
Take the front door, for instance. There's nothing like
the warmth and elegance of a
handsome wood panel door to
welcome visitors. lb dress
your home for success,says the
National Wood Window &
Door Association, choose a
wood panel door that complements the architectural style
of your house. Manufacturers
have many styles to pick from;
one is bound to be suitable.

this, a growing number of
wood door manufacturers offer
completely integrated entry
systems consisting of the
doors, frames, assembled sidelights, sills and door sidelight

grilles.
For a copy of "A Guide to
Energy-Saving Doors,"se ndi25
cents to NWWDA,do SR&A.
355 Lexington Ave.:New York, N.Y. 10017.

Home improvements increase
the value ofyour home
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Colonial Is Pimplier'

-

One of the most popular
styles is ColoniaL It's classic,
symmetrical design features six
raised panels for added depth
and dimension to give the door
special appeal as the entry to so
many early-American homes.
Another traditional favorite
for its elegant style is the A front door says a lot about the people who live in the home. This handsome wood panel door with
French door, which can be used leaded glass lights, says the National Wood Window & Door Association, creates an atmosphere of
as an entry or for easy access warmth and elegance.
to a porch, patio or balcony. Its
multiple glass panes offer good craftmanship of Spanish artivisibility and lots of natural sans. Frequently, these doors
light. It is available as a double have leaded or stained glass
door or can be flanked by a sta- and wrought iron hardware.
tionary unit.
Spanish doors are often used
The distinctive style of the in entryways to single-story
Mediterranean door empha- homes and with contemporary
sizes multiple raised panels for architecture.
the utmost in highlights and
Tide& Conservation
shadow lines. Many of these
doors combine plain and decorAnother thing to consider is
ative panels and are finely the ability of a door to conserve
detailed with intricate carving. energy. More energy is lost
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Del Mar Window Coverings
are on Sale.Save 30% to 50%
off already outstanding values!
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Joe Smith k
Carpet Center.

for all your Home
1
07. Interior Decorating Needs
.47
•Congoleum, Armstrong and
‘te" Mannington Vinyl
.A= olfirsch Cu&rci
ffrmade'&rinds
*Wallpaper •DeVoe Paint
Carpeting & Remnants 4
641
• ..100,4,••,,, N.

753-6660

when you buy a mini or micro-mini blind, a woven wood or a pleated Softlight
Shade from Del Mar
you're getting more than lust an outstanding product at. super value price
You're also getting the
Del Mar "Perfect Product Promise." 11 any Dei Mar shade Isn't perfect In
workmanship or material.
we'll repair or replace 11 absolutely free for as long as you own it and keep it in
it's original window
You gel eternal quality from Del Mar, and that's a promise.

Salemcarpets

HARVEST SALE!
We're celebrating '1;4, harvest with a huge riew ....45* of saxonies.
Priced so low, you'd think they were summer close-outs!
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Come-in and harvest Salem's great values!

Terry's Paint & Decorating Center

Southside Shopping Center

753-3321
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WE'VE LOWERED
THE PRICE
YOU'RE PAYING
TODAY
AND WE'RE NOT
EVEN OPEN YET.
For too many decades, homeowners and contractors in Murray, like you, have been limited to shopping only a few smaller local merchants selling those
important products that improve your home and make your life-style more comfortable. Their prices are high and their selection limited. But all that
is changing. An amazing thing happened almost the minute Trims Dolt mar announced the leasing of the old "Big K" building in the Bel Air Shopping
Center The doors aren't open yet but our shoppers report the prices you are paying today are already lower than what you wore paying last fall.
BUT THAT'S NOT LOW ENOUGH!
The time Is coming soon when you will be buying building materials, plumbing, electrical, hardware, lumber and kitchens at prices and with the service,
selection and value you thought were only available in larger cities The savings will be tremendous. .and you can expect big surprises.
HERE'S WHAT'S "IN-STORE" FOR YOU.
The very biggest selection of top quality materials you have ever seen You will be walking through over 42,000 sq ft of showroom and merchandise
display area and choosing from more brands, more merchandise than you have ever see under one roof. You'll shop easier than any place you have
ever shopped before, and get in and out with just what you need.
We mean quality, service and value! You'll see brand names and models that can't be found in discount houses or some other merchandisers.
Al Tams Dolt mar we don't otter less quality for less money You'll be choosing from the very best.. at prices that you can afford, service that's the best.

WAIT AND SAVE!

OPENING SOON!...

CARPET
CEILINGS
CEILING FANS
CERAMIC TILE
DOORS
ELECTRICAL
FLOORING

GUTTERING
HARDWARE
HOT TUBS
INSULATION
KITCHEN APPLIANCES
KITCHEN CABINETS
LUMBER

MOBJLE HOME PARTS
MOLDINGS
PAINT
PANELING
PLUMBING
ROOFING
SIDING

TOOLS
VANITIES
WALLPAPER
WINDOWS
WINDOW COVERING
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